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NEARLY FIVE MILLION POUNDS

On A Trial Trip

REPUBLICAN LEADERS HERE TOMORROW
Margaret Chase Smith .Gets

Counties Were Busy In June

Representative Margaret Chase
Smith a member of the House Na
Fish landings for the month of June as compiled by the Sea and Shore val Committee, describes her trip I
"X* Fisheries Department, shows a total poundage of 13,660,033, and a total
value of $753,216. Under the new system of compilation conducted by out to sea on the U. S S. Missouri •
Louts R. Cates of Rockland, the report is given by counties. Here -are as one of the first four women ever
the figures for Lincoln and Knox:
to make such a cruise on a battle- !
Lincoln
Knox ship in the nation's long nava: his- |
Species
14,339
43,254
C<xl—Large
64,122 tory.
5,576
Market
13.935
With Capt.
Mildred McAfee,
Scrod
50.984 commandant of the WAVES, and
2,510
Haddock —Large
35
288
Scrod.
8,148
194,490 two other women attached to the
Hake—Large
190 Coast Guard and the House Naval
Medium
25,061 Committee. Mrs. Smith was out
4,500
Small
288,935 12 hours an the trial run of the
2.3C5
Pollock
12,092 Missouri from New York harbor
686
Cusk
1,552,319
220,596
Rosefish —iRedflsh
Escorted over the entire ship,
43,654
4,460
Flounders—Oreysole
the
party witnessed the firing of
6,214
5304
Blackbacks
27,082
the
guns and had lunch aboard,
545
The Second District idolizes this
Dabs
410
Lemonsole
evoking this comment from the woman, Representative Margaret
298
Halibut
165 attractive Maine Congresswoman, Chase Smith.
Sharks
"We walked and walked all day
640
11,534
Whiting—Round
Senator Owen Brewster, U. S.
until I wondered if men at sea
4,763
.
Dressed
984,690
Representative
Margaret. Chase
1,081,500
Herring
ever find a chance to sit down.
4.323 After this trip I can easily under Smith, and Horace Hildreth, Re
140
Wolffish—Catfish
19,225
109.769
Mackerel
publican candidate lor Governor,
41,274 stand how the men of the Navy
Chubs
will be the speakers at a political
can
keep
their
figures.
”
104,000
Clams
379,029
54,789
Mrs. Smith found It difficult meeting in Rockland Wednesday
Lobsters—Maine
2.621
Periwinkles
to realize how such a huge load night, Chairman Lloyd B. Morton
524,303
57,410
Total Shellfish
can
be carried through the water of the State GOP Committee has
212,350
Blood And Sand Worms
12,566 when built on such beautiful deli
867
Livers
12,566

213,217

1,747,752

Orand Total's

3,869,026

ton, a successful writer whose new
Author Buys Island est book is entitled "High Tide At
“Garrison Island" in Muscongus Noon." It was formerly owned by
Bay at Friendship, has been pur H A. Thompson of Lowell, Mass.,
chased by Elisabeth Ogilvie of Bos and was sold through Freeman S.

LOOK

LOOK

IN PERSON

TEXAS CURLY
And His

ALL STAR COWBOY SHOW
SINGING

DANCING

COMEDY

MUSIC

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
FRIDAY, AUG. 25
FEATURING
SMOKEY—-The one and only Cowboy Comedian!

THE RODRIQUE SISTERS—With Golden Voices of harmony
BUCK COX—The Wandering Troubadour
DORIS—The Pride of the West
And Others

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
SOMETHING NEW
Come Early And Avoid The Rush
DOORS OPEN AT 7.15
Admission Jo All 55c

SHOW STARTS AT 8.30
Tax Included

cate lines.

1

“There are 18 stories she said,
fully equipped dispensary that will
care for 320 men in an emergency
at a time, and ln fact every serv
ice required for a well-organized
city.
"Shortage of materials and high
taxes are no longer a mystery
after hearing about the construc
tion and the cost of one of these
ships—more than 10® million dol
lars, and tons of strategic materials
are used, and this is only a small
part of our great Navy.’*"
Prior to the trip aboard the Mis
souri, Mrs. Smith and Captain Mc
Afee, together >ith officials of the
New England Shipbul&ing Corpo
ration, Portland, and about 20
workers being rewarded for 100 per
cent attendance on the« job, made
the trial run pf^he Aobert Smith
down the Kennebec itfver
Later the Congressw^tftnan visited
the Brunswick Navy Air Station
where British fliers/, lire being
trained. More than 100\WAVES are
stationed there.
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announced.
This is part of a visit tp- the Re
publican campaign to many of the
Counties in the State to acquaint
the voters with the State and Na' tional issues before them. The State
election comes Sept. 11.
Among those responsible for 'the

Thirty-Four Names Added To Rockland’s

Honor Roll Over Week-End
R Kinney, Earl L. Rogers. Charles
W. Staples. Joseph Shaw, Howard
A Thomas, Jr., Harold M. Peaslee.
Austin C. Billings, Grover I. Da
vis. Joseph M. Gabriele, Mary L.
Haskell, Kilton 'R. Joyce, Kenneth
Mignault,, Leroy E. Peaslee, Harlan
K. Rollins, Charles E. Seaman,
Maurice Swazey, Mildred1 Town
send.

A MONTVILLE FATALITY
Kenneth Linscott, 17, of Mont
ville, died Friday at the Waldo
County General hospital, where his
n&me had beer, on the danger list
since he was admitted Tuesday after
he had been found unconscious on
the highway from Belfast to Liberty
by a truck driver. The case is still
under investigation.
Visit CHnton F. Thomas, optome
trist for a pair of good glasses, 492
Old County Road, Rockland Me.
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p m. Mon
day, Wednesday and Saturday.
Phone 590 City.
38-tf
Buv War Bonds and Stamps

Wednesday, Aug. 23
At 6.00 P. M—Not 5.30

MONEY FOR HOMES
TO HELP BUILD—BUY
MODERNIZE—REFINANCE
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Rockland Loan & Building Association
18 SCHOOL STREET,

YOUR HOME

ROCKLAND, ME.
66-73

IMPORTANT

AUCTION SALE

arrangements for this Knox County
meeting are the two members of
the State Republican Committee,
Alan L. Bird, of Rockland, and
Mrs. Hattie Lawry of Friendship,
E. Stewart Orbeton, West Rockprot.
county chairman, and John J Ken
nedy, Camden, vice chainman.

Cars In Collision

WED., AUG. 23-10 A. M. SHARP
ATLANTIC HIGHWAY TRADING POST

NEW COUNTY ROAD, ROCKLAND. ME.
Rain Or Shine Under Cover

ITEMS
Antiques, Mahogany Card Tables, Mahogany
Secretary, Carved Chairs, Ship Pictures, Pressed,

Fifteen Knox County men left
Rockland for the induction center
in Portland yesterday morning.
Fred E. Allen was leader of the
group. Those with "(V)" entered
! before their names were volunteers.
<V> William Franklin Welch,
Rockland.
•
(V) Sanford Lorenzo Conley,
Camden.
(V) Kenneth Arnold Jacobson,
St George.
(V) Onnie Christian Kangas
Rockland.
(V) Fred Edwin Allen, Rockland
Alvin Bowdoin Rackliff, Spruce
Head.
William Elbridge Annis, Camden.
Charles Maxey Stearns, Camden.
Carleton Henry Pease, Thomas

The annual reunion of the Class
of 1904, Rockland High School, will
be held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald H. Fuller, Broadway, Fri
day night. I^cnic supper will be at
6 o’clock, followed by business meet
ing and social period.

WANTED

China Closets, Sewing Machines, Lawn Mowers,
Tables, Chairs, Stands, Victrolas, Stoves, Etc.

Reroof with our Beautiful Color-Styled Fire-Resisting Locked Roofing.
You will buy years bf all Weather Protection and Beauty with a Shingle
that will not Blow Off or Curl.

$25.00 War Bond to some lucky member. You must

TRINIDAD SALES CO.
66-69

the conclusion

the Cape Cod League, and is in

templates.

You never knew who Ls going to
pop up next when you are out in
the South Pacific. George Ellis, a
Rockland boy, writes to his mother
that he attended a stage show in
Australia, and who should be play-r
ing the piano but one of his Rock
land High School classmates, "the
one and only Ernest Johnson."
Now perhaps those two boys didn’t
have a good chat after the perform
ance.

clined now to feel considerable re
gret that he did not continue the
baseball career in which he had
given so much promise. Today ho
is State agent in Connecticut for
the ILondon Guarantee & Accident
Company, Ltd. Accompanied by
his wife he is a guest for 10 days of
his. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Pearl a.
Willey in Camden.
Up around Postoffice square ev
erybody is missing the cute little
black canine whose name was
"Frankie," and whose owners were
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Allen. The
dog was born 10 years ago on the
day the Quoddy project was signed,
and was named! for President
Roosevelt. Too close proximity to a
passing motor car brought him to
an untimely end.
One year ago: Private James Mc
Intire, son of Charles McIntire of
Warren, was drowned during ma
neuvers in the Merrimac RiverCaptain Burton C. White was pro
moted to major, and placed in
charge of District 6—Lieut. Com
mander Earle W. McInnis, native of
Appleton and graduate of Rockland
High School, died in Saugus, Mass.
—Among other deaths: Thomaston,
, Chester G. Overlock, 77; Beverly,
I Mass , diaries Derby, formerly of
Rockland, 74; Rockiand, Mrs.. Laforest Burns, 42; Rockland, Mrs.
Herbert B. Barter, 72.

Mrs. Salome A. Brooks has sold
a lot of land at the Junction of New
County road and Pleasant street, to
the City of Rockland for a public
park.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live acain 1
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.

THIS PRAYER 1 MAKE

It’s not often one has the pleas This prayer I make.
ure of sharing his car W’ith a ieal Knowing that Nature never did betray
The heart that loved her; 'Us her privi
Lord and Lady, but such was the
lege.
ail the years of this our life,
experience this week of a 'Rockiand Through
to lead
woman Summering at South Bris Prom Joy tv joy: for she can so Inform
mind that ls within us, so Impress
tol. She rode 14 miles with Lord The
With quietness and beauty, and so feed
and Lady Sims who are also spend With lofty thoughts, that neither evil
tongues,
ing the Summer in Maine.
Rash Judgments, nor the sneers of sel
The “Hall of Fame” story sent to
me by a Port Clyde woman (with
an excellent cartoon, by the way, is
causing many a chuckle throughout
the country, and finds me in full

Nor greetings where no kindness ls, nor
all
The dreary Intercourse of daily life.
Shall e’er prevail against us, or disturb
Our cheerful faith, that ail which w«
behold
Is full of blessings.

—By William Wordsworth

NOTICE
To Relatives Of Service Men and Women
All relatives of those ln the armed forces and Allied services
should secure at once applications for their ballots. Care should
be taken that both complete military address and complete
civilian home address is Included.

• C. M. HAVENER STORE, R ANKIN BLOCK
65-tf

’ • CHISHOLM’S CANDY STORE AT THE BROOK

• CORNER DRUG STORE, 422 MAIN ST.
CLARKS FLOW ER SHOP, 338 MAIN ST.

be there to draw the Bond.

CARL SIMMONS

MALE

A. L. ORNE LNC\ COR. BROADWAY AND LIMEROCK STS.

APPLY

If unable to come to any of these places write to A. L. Orne Inc.

<

E. HAPPY DIXON, Auctioneer
45 Maple St., Saco, Me.
•
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she

I was happy Friday to receive a
call from Matthew K. Willey, whom
I well remembered as the star
pitcher of the Camden High School
team in 1921 and' 1922. After leav
ing school he pitched on semi-pro
teams in Hyannis and Wareham of

USHERS WANTED

i

ROCKLAND, ME.

accord with
reaches.

Applications may be obtained without cost at these places—

PARK ST.

Action.

PREE ESTIMATES—TIME PAYMENTS

TEL. 14M

Dishwasher or Waitress
Por Day Shift

SIM’S LUNCH

Nothing Reserved, Everything Must Go, We Want

A Mississippi woman received a
negative reply to the request to Gov.
Sewall for a sample of Maine soil
to be scattered on Pacific islands
with samples from the other 47
States. It is not altogether clear
why such a request should be re
fused; neither ls it clear why any
body should want to do such a silly
thing as the Southern woman con

fish men,

Gordon Perry Wotton, Rockland
Kenneth Clifton Dickey, Camden
Duane Linwood Howlett, Rock
land.
Everett Sidney Crabtree, Union.
George Emile Dumond, Rockport.
Cecil Ira Craig, Rockland.

Blown, Colored Glass, China and Many Other Items.

HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES

(By The Roving Reporter)

Boston stores are urging the
Beach Wagon And Truck In
early mailing of Christmas packages
Spectacular Crash At
for the boys overseas. But maybe
they won’t be there by Christmas
Glen Cove
time. We all hope so.
A beach-wagon driven by Pope D.
McKinnon. 72 of Tenant’s Harbor,
A Boston Globe headline reports
and a truck driven by David Stearns that a million pounds of ice were
15. of 206 Park street, Rockland, brought to that city to relieve the
were in collision Sunday afternoon shortage due to the heat wave.
at 5:39 at the junction of Route One Now how much of It arrived there
and the Old County Road, Glen do you suppose.
Cove, both automobiles going off the
easterly side of Route One high
"Folks used to holler about pro
way.
hibitory law being a failure" re
Elmira Muldoon, 69. of Bangor, marked a South End business man
who was riding in the beach wagon, this morning. “Now perhaps some
suffered bruises and lacerations body will tell me what good the cur
about the head and face, and was few law ls ”
treated by Dr. Charles D. North.
A tot of 4 or 5 years, rigged up
Charles Rosendahl, 23, U. S. Coast
Guard, riding with Stearns suffered In the full regalia of a wartime
a gash on the chest, and was treat Injun chief swaggered through
Main street yesterday looking like
ed at the Coast Guard Base.
The front end of the beach wagon he owned the city. Nobody dis
was badly damaged and the truck puted his passage.
was practically demolished.
Thoughts of the Twilight League
Mr. McKinnon, before Judge Zel
lil’ed my mind yesterday as I looked
ma M. Dwinal ln municipal court
across the street and beheld "Dool”
yesterday morning,
and found
Dailey, who did so much to keep
guilty of passing a stop sign and
baseball alive in his home town ol
and paid a fine and costs of $20.06. Camden. Garbed now in soldiers'
The accident was investigated by rig he was home from Fort Mc
State Patrolmen Ray A. Foley and Clellan, Alabama, on a furlough
two Rockland patrolmen, Charles E. which will last until next Monday.
Worcester and James W. Breen.
He rates as Platoon Sergeant, and
this may be his last home visit for
quite
some time.
Off To The Wars

ton.

Antiques And Household Articles

466 MAIN ST.,

The Black Cat

Maine voters will add to their long
And here's one of the County’rs
list of able Governors, Horace A.
1 ig men, Senator Owen Brewster.
Hildreth.

NEARING THOUSAND MARK

Rockland's War Honor Roll,
which had 669 names thereon when
it W’as dedicated in October, 1943,
now has a total of 996 names. 34
having been added over the week
end.
The fine appearing ooard, located
at the comer of Main and! Elin
streets, has been increased in size
since it was dedicated, by tiie addi
tion of two panels, one at each end.
The board was sponsored by the
Kiwanis Club and is maintainedby the club's special committee con
sisting of Almon M. Young, George
W. Brackett, Francis D Orne, Louis
B. Cook and H Pearl Studley. Mr.
Bracked has charge of tne list of
names.
The new names are as follows:
Frederick
S. Allen, Horatio C.
Young, Rockland, Maine broker.
Cowan,
Jr.,
Mildred
G. Fen-in, Da
The island covers about 12 fertile
vid
G.
Hempstead.
Henry
R. Jamie
acres, fringed by spruce and fir.
son, Karl Kiskila, Nathan G. PeasSupper at 680 tonight will pre lee, John . Proctor William K. Rip
ley, Robert Saunders, Reynold
cede the Elk’s meeting.
Treneer, Joseph Walker,
Fred Blackman, Helen G. Coltart.
Pasquale
A. Ferrero, Charles M.
BAKED BEAN SUPPER
Harlow, Almond E. Jellison, Austin
South Cushing Grange Hall

INVEST

y

Number 67.

Volume 99

Surprise Of Her Life On
> The Missouri

Salt Water Fishermen Of Knox And Lincoln.

Total Misc.

FOUR CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine Tuesday, August 22, 1944

STRAND THEATRE
64-tf

BOSTON SHOE STORE

and an application will be mailed to you free.
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The Courier-Gazette

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

,

TWICE-A-WEEK

TWICE-A-WEEK
Xidltor, FRANK A WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
The Rockland Oazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Oazette in 1882. The Free Press j
was established ln 1855 and In 1881 changed its name to the Tribune.
U
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
z
Subscriptions
83.00
per
year"
payable
ln
advance;
single
copies
four
cents.
Many Happy Days I’ve Squand
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
ered. Author, Arthur Loveridge.

Published by Harper <& Bros. New
York.
This author, born in South Wales,
from early childhood felt a decided

yen for study and clearer knowledge
of animal life. He was appointed
Oame Warden for East Africa where
he developed keen insight Into much
new to humans in Knowledge of
wild life. The illustrations are all
too few’ but what there are give zest
to the reader.
This highly diverting record of an
adventurous life Is by none other
than the Curator of Reptiles and
Amphibians at Harvard's Museum
of Comparative Zoology. For those
who find zest ln the study of animal
life, this book is full up with enter
taining and clear information.
After the experiences of Service
men ln foreign lands, there will be
far deeper interest ln real knowl
edge of wild life, and me adventures
of a naturalist who made his study
one long holiday will be sought with
avid delight, to hark back to this
wild lore.
Arthur Loveridge made a close
study of snakes as well as many
other speicies and this book will give
one intimate perception of many
lines of life in the open.
—Kathleen S. Fuller.

Republican Ticket
FOR PRESIDENT

WORKING FOR VICTORY

[EDITORIAL]
The Presidential Election being held by

WHAT THE the American Institute cf Public Opinion
GALLUP POLL (Gallup Poll) finds Roosevelt now’ leading
SHOWS
ln the Electoral College, having 248 votes,

as against 229 for Dewey. Only three States
remain to be reported, but they hold the balance of power
so far as the Oallup Poll ls concerned—Pennsylvania with 35
votes. New’ Jersey with 16, and Delaware J. Manifestly
Pennsylvania holds the key to the situation If Dr. Oallup has
been sizing up matters correctly. Roosevelt has been picking
up quite a bundle of votes lately by virtue of his (supposed)
lead ln Kentucky, Oklahoma, West Virginia, Maryland, Rhode
Island. New Hampshire and Connecticut. Except for Ken
tucky and West Virginia the difference in percentages is
strikingly small, and a later recapitulation will have much
significance—If you believe in "straw votes.” Which candi
date will gain or lose? Ay, that's the question which looms ’
high on the horizon ln the coming months.

A Telephone Visit

FOR WE PRESIDENT

JOHN W. BRICKER
Of Ohio

Saturday night Mr. and Mrs.
Scott F. Kittredge and Mrs. Rich
ard P. Hodsdon met by pre-arrange
ment at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles A. Emery, Pacific street to

HORACE A. HILDRETH
Of Cumberland

1 hav^a telephone visit with Lt. and

FOR CONGRESS

Mrs. George W. Kittredge of San

MARGARET CHASE SMITH

Francisco. Lt. Kittredge who ls in
the Submarine Service is having a
short period' of shoTe duty.
The family had heped at this time
to be able to talk with Ensign and
Mrs. Richard Spalding Hodsdon
as Ensign Hodsdon has also been in
San Francisco for a few weeks
since completing his pre-flight
training in Jacksonville, Fla.
Due to the fact that Ensign
Hodsdon had recently received his
shipping notice and left for duty
ln the Pacific they were unable to
talk with him.
It was a happy meeting for these
cousins to be in San Francisco to
gether after not having met for
over four years, and it was an add
ed pleasure to them to be able to
introduce their new wives.
Lt. Kittredge was married May
25, 1944 and' Ensign Hodsdon June
8 upon his graduation from U. S.

OtSkowhegan
State Senator—William T. Smith
of Thomaston.
Judge of Probate — Harry E.
Wilbur of Rockland.
Clerk of Courts—Milton M. Grif
fin of Rockland.
Register of Deeds—Helena H. Col
tart of Rockland.
Sheriff — C. Earle Ludwick of
Rockland.
County Attorney—Stuart C. Bur
gess of Rockland.
County Commissioner—George E.
Boynton of Camden.
Representatives to Legislature—
Frederic H. Bird and Ruth A.
Ellingwood of Rockland, Milton C.
Stephenson of Udlon, Charles E.
Lord itf Camden, Roy R. Bell of
Thomaston and Arthur E. Emerson
of North Haven.

Burton O. Bickmore, C. M. 3c.. of
Rcckland and Portland, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry P. Bickmore, has
arrived overseas. He wrote that it
was beautiful in Scotland and more
lii^ Maine excepting that the hills
are larger and steeper.

recently authorized by the War
Department, is awarded to the in
fantry soldier who has proved his
fighting ability in combat. The
handsome badge consists of a sil
ver rifle set against a background
of infantry blue, enclosed in a sil
ver wreath.
• • • •
Staff Sergeant Stephen Accardi,
on an 18-days' furlough, has been
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs
Jasper Accardi of Rockland. He is
now located at SAiACC Field, San
Antonio, Texas where he teaches
swimming in an Officers' Candidate
School. He is the only enlisted man
on the teaching staff. During the
past two years Sergeant Accardi
lias given instruction to about 8000
officers, the greater part of this in
struction having been given at a
previous location. Miami Beach.
He says that 20 percent entering the
Army Air Corps do not know hdw
to swim. Previous to entering ihe
Army, Accardi taught swimming at
Summer camps and at Miami Beach
in the Winter. He has taught such
men as Don Budge of tennis fame
and Tony Martin, movie star, and
he has given instruction to Clark
Gable, Preston Foster Bill Holden,
John Carroll and Bruce Cabot.
• • • •
Robert G. Crouse GM3c, son of
Mrs. June Crouse of Maverick
street, has been transferred, to: U.
S. Naval Hospital, Arrow Hearf
Springs, San Bernardino, Calif.

The address of Pvt. Harlan Rol
lins. son of Mr. and Mrs. Milton V
Rollins of Rockland, ls Area, L,
6.C.U., 11112, Bks. D-12, Fort Devens,
Up around the Hub of the Universe
Mass.
BOSTON
wthich some persons know’ as Boston, al• • ••
BASEBALL
most everybody talks war, but the word
Tech. Sgt. Richard C. Knowlton,
CRAZY
"almost" may be eliminated when the sub
a flight engineer of the Caribbean
ject of baseball is brought up, for the Bos
wing of the Army Transport Com
ton Red Sox closer to winning the American League pen
mand, on furlough frcm West Palm
nant than they have been for many years, and the prospect
Beach, Fla.. Is visiting his mother,
of World Series games in the Now England metropolis has
Mrs. Elizabeth C. Knowlton, Rock
set blood racing at ferver pitch—not only in Boston but in all
Naval Academy.
What The Municipality Does land.
of the six loyal New England,1 States. St. Louis, which has
While in San Francisco these
• • • •
counted all along upon having the series within Its own
For You And What You
young
couplpes were dinner guests
Corp. June Ehrlich, WAC, of Ban
environs looks aghast upon the prospect of having that rosy
gor, formerly stationed in Rock
at the home of Ensign, Hodsdon's
Do To It
dream dispelled by the Bean Eaters.
land. recently visited Mrs. Joseph
unclfc, Lt. Commander Roger King
Under the caption “If I Were 'Dondis, Rockland.
Hodsdon of Berkeley, Calif. Lt.
TTiere will be no whirlwind tour of the
Government” is taken from the
Commander Hodsdon has just re
Lt. Gilbert L. Crowell son of Mr.
CANDIDATES County this year out of respect to the gaso
Lewiston City Report and repub
turned from New Zealand where he
and Mrs. W. H. Crowell of Waldo
COMING
line shortage but the Republican leaders
lished by request:
has been for tw’o and one-half
TOMORROW w'ho are to be here tomorrow will make their
War Claims John E. Guptill
"If I were government and could boro, paratroops officer, who was
years as Assistant Naval Attache.
appearance in Thomaston and Camden,
speak. I would grasp you by your wounded ln action June 6 when the
Jr., Of Ingraham Hill—
meeting as many voters ae possible. The evening meeting at
coat lapels and talk to you like this: invasion of the continent began.
The Kiwanis Club
No Particulars
7.30 will be held on the Court House lawn, but if the weather
“Listen, mister, here’s what 1 Graduate of Waldoboro High and a
ls Inclement the event will take place in the Court House. It
Received
do for you—I collect your garbage Citizens Military Training Camp,
will be the only opportunity for Knox County voters to hear
because it isn’t handy to keep he enlisted in October, 1941, and re
Prof. Wilbert Snow Reads
John E. Ouptdll, Jr., 23, who
Senator Brewster, Representative Margaret Chase Stnith and
it around the house. I pave your ceived his training at Fort McClel
Poems And Discusses
candidate HildTeth in this compaign. The voters will doubt
made his home with Mr. and Mrs.
streets so that you can run down lan Ala., and Port Benning, Ga., He
less
appreciate
the
chance
to
hear
current
issues
so
ably
Various Topics
John Garnet at IngTaham Hill, died
town in your car, and wtoen lt is icy has been awarded the Purpl Heart
presented. Court House lawn Wednesday night at 730.
Award
and
the
Legion
c«f
Merit.
at Saipan Aug. 5, according to word
I sand them, and when it snows I
Prof. C. Wilbert Snow of MiddleEight WACS from the State of
plow them. I clean them in the
received Saturday night from the
town,
Ccnn., who spends his Sum
• • • •
In the Presidential election of 1940 a
Summer and at night I light them:
mer
vacations
at Spruce Head Isl
War Department. No details were
total of 49,549,720 votes was cast, andi under
WILL FALL
<••*
I see that ycu get water fit to dijjnk Maine were guests of the Bangor
and,
was
speaker
at the Kiwanis
contained in the telegram.
MANY VOTES normal conditions there would be a very
Corp. Gaston Beaudry, who has
from your spigots; I keep guard Daily News at a dinner party in a Le
meeting last night, reading several
One-half hour earlier Mr. and
large increase this year. But these are not
SHORT
over you and your family and 1 Ccqd’or club in a Southern England been stationed at Camp Oruber, of his poems and interspersing Ails
Mrs. Garnet had received p, letter
normal times, and with millions of service
protect your property from the city. There are at least 25 Maine Okla., has been transfered to Fort readings with remarks on politics,
from young Guptill. in which he
men scattered all over the world and the migration of workers
guys who’d like to steal the silver girls serving with the WACS in this Meade, Md.
‘war and other subjects.
Indicated he was well and' in good
to war centers lt is estimated that there will toe a big dTop
• '$<* •
area but many were on duty and
teapot
off
your
dining
room
buffet.
Prof. Snow who has appeared be
spirits. Hence the information
on both sides of the political fence, leaving the feminine
Pvt. Richard Butler of Camp
"I fight your battles fcr you; I others were too distant from the
fore
this club every year save one,
element in control. Willkie carried only 10 of the 48 .States
conveyed by the War Department
see that you are not charged more party to attend. Girls attending .the Wheeler, Ga., is spending furlough since it was organized, was gener
four years ago, tout the popular vote told quite a different
came as a double shock.
than you should pay for the electric dinner included Sergt. Ella Brad with his parents'; Mr. and Mrs. Fred ously applauded at the close of his
story for he was less than four million votes behind Roosevelt
, The deceased was a member of
lights you use or the telephones bury, of Rockland, assigned to the Butler, Warren.
in a total of nearly 50.000,000.
presentation. Four c<f the poems
the 404th Engineers, H. V. Shop
8th Air Fighter Command, Cpl. El
through
which
you
speak;
I
see
Company, a non-combat unit which
In a recent letter from Sgt. Edwin read; The Pied Piper, Exile, The
len Miller, ef «Avend ale, Pa., guest
that
you
get
ten
gallons
of
gas
from
was clearing up after the American
For months those cowardly braggarts,
of the sergeant; and Pvt. Avis M. Boggs. Jr., USMC., his parents were Ballad of Jarvis Bay and Earth Does
the
pump
when
you
ask
for
lt;
I
capture of Saipan.
'THREE
the Japs, have been watching their island
Informed that he had been on Not Want Her Fairest To Survive,
see that ycu get pure milk and that Maloney, of Warren, Air Transport Guam.
concerned the war, and the others
Guptill graduated from Rock
CAPITALS
possessions Slip from the leash but still
there are no typhoid germs in the Command.
• • • •
were observations about American
AGOG
confident that the Allied Nations would
land High School four years ago,
• • • •
oysters which you buy; I plant fish
Marshall White. F lc.. USN, who life. Only one Maine Coast pcem
never be able to invade their homeland.
and will be remembered' for his
Word was received; Saturday that
in your favorite ponds and streams
Late developments have served to shaken that false sense of
prominence in amateur theatricals.
T5 Richard K. Havener, son of Mr. has been spending leave with his was read. Prof. Snow was introduced
(for
you
to
catch and lie about; 1
security.
Terror
reigns
in
Tokyo,
Berin
and
Paris
but
the
He was a member of St. Peter's
and Mrs. Francis E. Havener of parents in Warren, has reported for by Francis D Orne, program chair
carry
letters
to
the
ends
of
the
earth
duty at Jacksonville, Fla.
Axis
pow
’
ers
haven't
seen
anything
yet.
man.
Episcopal Church and was a young
Rockland, had arrived overseas.
and
I
check
up on your wife's hair
• • • •
•
•
•
•
man who had the faculty of making
Group singing was led by Dr A.
Pfc. Alfred McIntyre has left to H. Chase of Boston, with Arthur
Pfc. Albert D. Mills, Jr., on fur
rands, etc., is doing a fine job; and dresser to make sure that she is
many friends.
it is reported that he has the office physically fit to give her the latest lough from Camp Chaffee, Ark., is> return to Pomona, Calif., after F. Lamb at the piano Visiting Ki
He is survived by his parents, his
girls all agog. All the girls wish they "hair-do.” I give ycu band concerts visiting his father, Albert D. Mills. spending a furlough tn Warren with wanians were: Dr. Perley Russell of
great grandmother, Mrs. Albert
ln the parks, and I see that your Sr., of Rockland.
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hagerstown, Md.. Dr Chase of Bos
Guptill, 92;
two brothers—Wal Article From Trade Paper were of school age again when they
kids
have
a
place
to
skate
in
the
•
•
•
•
McIntyre
and visiting his sisters in ton. Victor Brown df New London.
see Lloyd's smile. Lloyd is getting off
ter, a private first class, now ln
Deals With Hoilie
Winter.
Fairfield.
Galveston
Army
Air
Field,
Gal

to the right start in his business
New Guinea; and Robert, an em
Conn., and Frank McDonald of
• • • •
'When you smoke in bed and veston, Texas—Clarence R. deBennett,
Et
Als.
career, because a ready smile Is the
ploye of the Snow Marine Com
Pvt. Wayne Starrett of Camp Somerville, Mass. Guests of mem
your wife leaves the iron on. my Roohemont, son of Mr. and Mrs
pany, who was recently discharged
finest
Coin
cf
the
Realm
it
is
pos

(From The Exciter)
Shelby. Miss., arrived Sunday to bers were: Clinton T. Fickett. U. 6.
from the Merchant Marine for phy
sible to have. It “takes you places!” boys show up to put out the fire. 1 H. M. deiRoohemont 106 Pleasant spend a furlough with his parents, Navy, Joseph Emery, Sr., Harold
it has been quite a task to
educate your children and I take street, Rockland, has been promot
• • • •
sical reasons; and a sister. Miss
Payson and Neil Ncvicka. U. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Starrett.
round
up
these
modest,
present
offi

Doris Sylvester of the Rockland care of your neighbors who lack ed to the grade of Corporal at the
Cora Ouptlll.
Coast
Guard, of Rockland; Wallace
• • • •
cers of the Old Timers Club, but office is spending two weeks In New Jobs cr the ability to provide for Galveston KYrmyi Air Field, Galves
M.
Spear
of North Nobleboro, Ar
Pfc. Carl Erickson of Camp Swift
ton,
Texas,
where
he
is
stationed
themselves.
I
record
the
facts
when
The Exciter has at last achieved the Hampshire, and a card from her re
Texas, is spending a furlough with thur B Richardson of New York
you were bom, and you never have with the Second Air Force. He at
hts parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles and Owl’s Head, and Ralph Dingee
“impossible” or shall we say the “In ports a very fine time. Beulah Ames
been and1 never will be out of con tended iRockland High School and
of Cranston, R. I.
Erickson
at North Warren.
evitable,” and thus serves notice on will be traveling to North Conway N.
tact with me until I record your the University of Vermont. Before
• • • *
other unduly modest employes that H, for a few days vacation. H. L|
death. All these things I do for you entering the service on March 3.
Corp. Woodbury
Robinson of
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Bums
this publication like the Royal Can Jackson has just returned from a
1943 he wak a University student. Fprt Bragg, N. C., and his wife, and
and
a thousand more.
fishing
trip
at
Cupsuptic
River
with
have
received a telegram from
adian Mounted Police also gets its
ARMY <r TKI UNHID STATU
At the Texas installation he is as son who have been with her parents,
"And what do you do for me?
Frank
Packard
cf
Norway.
"Jack
”
their son. Corp William M. Bums,
man—or woman—when the individ
"Nothing! Except 'to grumble for signed to duty as an aircraft me in Kingfield, have been guests at Jr., whose address now is: 808th
Recruiting officers from the WAC ual Is "wanted” for its columns be says he ate so many fish he could
chanic.
North Warren, of his parents, Mr. AAAF Base Unit, Sec. A, Bowman
headquarters ln Augusta will be at cause of a deed of achievement n’t get his shirt off when he got about two weeks when I send you a
• • • •
bill
for
what
I
do
and
damn
me
If
the U. S. Employment office tomor* which deserves mention.
Field, Ky.
home.
Lieut. Milton A. Beverage of and Mrs. Clifford Robinson.
you think I’ve been Inefficient or
ow from 11 a. m.. to 5 p. m.
Featured here are Hoilie Bennett
careless in doing the things you North Haven, is now at Camp Ash
president of the Old Timers Club
want me to do and which you know by, Virginia, a Prisoner of War
Buy War Bonds and Stampz
Hoilie Bennett has been town re
SUMMER SCHEDULE
cost you less when I do them for camp. Lieut, and Mrs.' Beverage
presentative at Camden since 1920.
are residing near Virginia Beach,
He came with the company in 1904 Applications Should Be Made pou than lf y°u attempted to do at Shaffer Cottages, London Bridge,
a. _
n in uni— ii
them yourself. Occasionally you
when he entered the employ of the
At Once By World War
spend' half an (hour going down to Virginia.
Rockland, Thomaston and Cam
Leave Vinalhaven JAM................ . .... Arrive Rockland 8.2® A. M.
Veterans
I the voting booth and making X's for
Pvt. Eben C. Dew writes from
Rockland 9.3® A. M. ._................................... Vinalhaven 10.50 A. M.
den Street Railway where over a
1 the men and women you think will
Vinalhaven 1 P. M.......................... „.... . ........... Rockland 2.20 P. M.
term of years he did line work, in
Local veterans and their families I do the most for you. As soon as you Hamilton Field, Calif. (46Jth AAF.)
Rockland 3.30 P. M. ........................................ Vinalhaven 4.50 P. M.
side, wiring of houses, and also should take special note, that Adj. can you dismiss me from your mind expressing his appreciation of The
COFFI
Courier-Gazette,
which
he
is
receiv

worked for a time at the Rockland Ralph E. Nut-, of Winslow-Holbrook and turn to the things which inter
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAYS
VACUUM
ing regularly as a gift. "I want
Gas
Department
and
at
the
Sub

PACKED
Starting Sunday, June 18 Will Ron Sundays
Post now has the official forms so est and amuse you more.
you to know, he says, "how much
station at Glen Cove.
IN JARS
Vinalhaven Port District
47-tf
"In the last analysis I am as
Hoilie is married and has two World War H discharged veterans much,. entitled to your attention cheer and contort they bring to one
”
1—
daughters, one of w’hom Is married, eligible may make application for throughout the year as you are en who is far away.
•a • •
educational
benefits
under
“
Tho
and the other is tn a Civil Service
With the Fifth Army. Italy—Cor
titled to get what I do for you at the
Grocer
capacity at Fort Stark. Portsmouth American Legion G. I. Bill."
lowest possible cost and without poral Charles E. ©tarrett, Jr. whose
WHILE ON VINALHAVEN—VISIT ,
Approved cases may enter school
New Hampshire. Hoilie and Mrs.
home is at Warren, has been cited
waste or neglect.
Bennett derive a great deal cf pleas this Fall. It is up to local veterans
“Why can't we get together?"
by his regiment of the 88 h Infan
ure from their very attractive home of World War I and Work? War II
try Division and awarded the Com
OPPOSITE THE TOWN HALL
in Camden. Prior to the Emer to see that these applications are
The first vessel bearing the flag bat Infantryman Badge for actual
52-68
Z
gency, one of Hoilie’s hobbies was placed in the proper hands at once of the United States, the Emppress participation in combat with the
traveling around to see how other and thus give Winslow-H^Tbrook of China,”’ sailed for Canton ln 1784 enemy on the Fifth Army front in
Industries operate. Another hobby Post proper credit. When com in search of th- fabulous riches of I Italy. Standards for the Badge are
Save the interior of
Is the collection of old electrical ap pleted these forms will be mailed the Orient.
' high. The decoration, which was
paratus and he has a small but very to Togus and thus action secured
your car
interesting collection tacked to the the very day the forms are received
VIA STB. VINALHAVEN H
wall of his garage. Among the by the adjutant.
HELP
WANTED
—
MALE
.
Forms
will
be
mailed
on
request
Items are an oven unit from a 1906
We have a complete
model electric range, which inci Simply write to R. E. Nutt, 436 Main
stock of Seat Covers to
dentally was the first electric range street, Rockland.
Lv. Vinalhaven for Rockland Sat. 5:30 P. M.
Capable man to handle all office detail of large
wired Into Camden, a Switch of the
Lv. McLoon Wharf for Vinalhaven 8:30 A. M.
canning plant. Must have good background, good
fit any car
vintage 1893 which came from the
UNUSUAL
Lv. Vinalhaven for Rockland 4:00 P. M.
education, understand and have experience in all
Camden Opera House and a 1900
57-T-tf
ANTIQUE BED
model eleotric iron.
office work, records, accounting, correspondence,
Steamer will return to Vinalhaven at 5:30 P. M.
• • • •
%
AND NIGHT TABLE
o
each Sunday
etc. Good Salary, State age, experience and ref
Lloyd Miller, young school boy
' FOR SALE
I who ls helping out ln the Service
erence. P. O. Box 268 Rockland, Maine.
Vinalhaven Port District
MRS. E. E. PITTS
E2EL3 Department in Rockland by
ROCKLAND
ROCKPORT TEL. CAMDEN 21341
47-ti
•
.
66-68
lansw4rin$ telephone, running er*
w«l

Much Truth In This

Died At Saipan

Central Maine Folk

G. I. Education

GARDEN

TALK OF

Excitement A-plenty

Rockland Folks Talk With Clinton Fickett Home From
South Pacific—Was In
Relatives Across The
Many Raids
Continent In ’Frisco

THOfllAS E. DEWEY
Of New York

FOR GOVERNOR

/
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Tuesday-Friday
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VINALHAVEN II

of ALLAH

THE ISLAND GIFT SHOP

SEAT COVERS

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS
TO VINALHAVEN

Ji
Aug ’ 19-27—Wj
meeting
Aug 21-27—Wasli
Ing.
Aug. 23—Republic

Clinton T. Fickett, First Class
Ordnance, U. S. Navy .who has been
away from home about a year, is
visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Louis W Fickett, Rankin street.
Looking fit he said that on his way
home on leave he stopped off in
San Francisco for a rest and to
gain a few pounds lost in a rugged,
year's work.
He has been en one of the Inde
pendence class aircraft carriers,
which has seen plenty of action in
raids on Jap held islands In the
Pacific. Tlie trip to the Pacific was
made from the East coast through %
the Panama Canal, stops being
made on the West Coast, before proThc first raid was on Wake Island
Dec. 5 and 6, and this was followed
by raids on the Gilbert and Mar
shall Islands the middle of the
month.
The latter raid lasted all night
with a lot cf jap planes coming
down on the fleet. Fickett said that
many planes were shot down on this
raid.
He made his first crossing of the
Equator Jan. 22. 1944. and those cn

land.

Aug. 23—Presided
ford College spenkl
strong farm In FrkJ
Aug 27 -Method li
low's Mills observ' <

Aug
30 — «n 1
meeting at Winslow

Sept. 1-2—Maine
meets at The Same

Sejt. 2—Launchu
yards
Sept 4—Labor
\|Aept.
5- -Openii
Schools.
Sept 11-State E
Sept
11—Open;
Schools.

COMING I
Aug. 23- -Payson
home at Manassah
Aug| 27—Rowell
Rowell homestead
ton (afternoon onlv
Aug. 30 Mank
Orange Mall. North

Mrs. Ralph Cli
the community ca
announced that tli
Aug. 31 and no pr
cepted tor cannln
ing All who still a
fUKcr are asked tx
mind. A special pi
this week and ne:
children who part
lunches to volunt;
to help with ithe
Is coming in fair
school lunch and
but the volunteer
imum at the presci
school lunch ls to
duce must be put
past week 887 cam
put up including br
carrots, apples and

the vessel making the crossing for
first time were properly initiated.

Mr. Fickett has Interesting photo
graphs of the ceremonies.
The Marshall Islands invasion
started Jan. 28, with a task force of
58 craft of the 5th Fleet, then fol
lowed raids on Palau, Yap, Wo’.eai.
Ulithi, New Guinea, Truk, Ponape
and Salewan. Pre-invasion strikes
on Saipan, Tunian and Pagan Isl
ands were made June 15, and from
June 17. to July 4 the fleet was sup
porting thc Invasion of Saipan, with
strikes against the Marianas. Guam,
Tinian, Rota and Pagan Islands,
ceeding to base at Pearl Harbor.
Especially thrilling was the action
when the landings were being made
on Saipan. Fickett told of the tre
mendous force of U. S. craft and
how that most all of the Japs planes
making appearance were cleaned
out.
Mr. Fickett who wears an Asiatic
Pacific Theatre ribbon, with one
silver star and four brown stars, de
noting nine major actions in which
4ie took part, said that the Marshal;
and Gilbert Islands were low while
others, such as Panape, were rug
ged with high volcanoes.
Mr. Fickett was in charge of tha
fighters and later had charge of the
bomb magazines, five decks below
the flight deck. Part of the time he
was a turret gunner and had some
exciting experiences.
Mr. Fickett, ln closing his Inter
esting talk, much of which, for
military security reasons cannot be
published, said, “We have the Japs
just about where we want them now
and are keeping them guessing.”
Mr. Fickett will be at home until
early in September when he is to
report in Nevada.

An

exceptional
a noted man
Friendship tomorix
when Dr. Rufus Jo
speaker at Round 7
Dr. Jones will be at
strongs, Davis Poii
p m. and there’s
Friendship clams
XTr

Volunteers are ur
help at the cannir
High School. Mot
who are served lun
school year are es;
assist in prcparlni
Winter's use. Thus
call Mrs. Ralph C.
1318

A

County Attorney
gess and George V
turned from a we<
York and1 Atlantk
they went on legal

<

COLLEI
SALES

Have an opening
rolleetor to work
Rockland, Me.
Three days’ work
$50.00 for man ths
needed. For int

A,

Buy War Bonds and ©tamos

44 EXCHANGE S
TO

Local and Lor
MOV
y

HASKELL
45 MAIN ST.
ll

Yes, Lady, half your
better half is here in

IKE’S SANITAI

stock.

Light and Heav

8 Park S

Now if we can only per
suade the other half to
come in, your husband can
look like and feel like a
new man.

TEL. 1201

YOUR HEATING
NO BETTER
ENGINEE

This fall your husband's
biggest style opportunity
is knocking its knuckles
off.

Finer Suits
$25.00 to $45.00
Gorgeous Top Coats
$25.00 to $45.00
New Kind of Hats
$5.00 to $7.50
. Different Ndckwear
$1.00 to $2.00
New Trends in Shirts
$2.00 to $3.50
AJl waiting for you and
your husband to honor and
obey.

GREGORYS
416 MAIN ST.

TEL. 294

THEPEERLESI
485 MAIN
TELEPHON
ROCKLANb.

PLUMBING, HE.'
OIL BUR?

wi

BURP
Funeral
TELS. 390—
U0-112 LIMEK
BOCKLAN1

Ambulance

’uesday-Fricfaly

' Tuesday-Friday

nt A-plenty
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and Stamp*

Aug ' 19-27—Washington
meeting

This Is the season When our
Summer visitors arrive and it
will be a great favor to The
Courier—Gazette to have them
reported as promptly as pos
sible. Guests like to have friends
know they are here. Phone,
write or bring 'em—we want
those Items.

An Important Part

Burbank Of Surgery

Alton Was There

Page Three
Fourteen Cousins

Award ToBeverage

Urge Them To Vote

Corp. Philip Creighton Of Extracts From Life Story of R. H. S. ’12 Holds Annual Strangely Clad Group At North Haven Man Receives Republican State Committee
Union Is Playing 4t In
Dr. Fred H. Albee, World
tracted Attention Of
Reunion—Its Most Widely
The Coveted Certificate
Hopes Those In Armed
French Invasion
Famous Surgeon
Saturday Pedestrians
Known Member Present
Of Appreciation
Services Will Cast Ballot
Dr. Fred H. Albee world famous
orthopedic surgeon, has been taking
a much needed rest at the "Owl’s
Nest,” Cottage Point, Damariscotta.
It is difficult for even the people in
Lincoln County, where he was born
and grew up, unless they have read
his autobiography. "A Surgeon’s
Flight To Rebuild Men,” to realize
that Dr Albee ls probably one of
the most famous living men born
in Maine and <his quiet visit in his
old home country has created an
eager Interest to read his life story
ln the "Surgeon's Fight To Rebuild
Men.”
The book is packed with human
Interest from the time Fred H. Al
bee dreamed of dashing along the
country roads behind a span of
prancing horses, to the reality of
riding out a Norther in ah 850
horse power twin-motored Sikosky
on a flying clinic to Central and
South America as one of the great
est orthopedic surgeons in the world
with 30,000 operations to his credit.
Dr. Albee has crossed the ocean 50
times t tj operate in most of the
countries across the water.
Dr. Albee got his Inspiration for
bone graft, which has made him the
“Burbank of Surgery" by watching
his grandfather graft apple trees In
the little town of Aina where he was
bom. As he tramped from orchard
to orchard that young Albee boy
little thought that he was getting
the fundamentals of his education
for the work which has made him

Elmer B. Crockett was visited at
Dr. Harold H. Beverage of North
A large vote by absent men and
his store Saturday forenoon by 14 Haven. Associate Director of R.C.A. women in the armed forces ls hoped
of his cousins of the fifth, sixth and Laboratories in, charge of Com for in the Sept. 11 Maine election
Aug. 23—Republican Rally In Rock
land.
seventh
generation of Jonathon munications Research, was recently due to the activity of the Republi
_ Aug.
- 23-—President
—.— Jones of HaverInn Is Not Open
Crockett.
ford College speaks at Robert Arm
strong farm to Friendship.
The group attracted much at presented the United State® Army can organization in the towns and
Aug. 27 -Methodist Church at Wins
Alton Hall Blackington and Mrs
low's Mills observes 50th anniversary
tention as several were wearing an Signal Corps' coveted Certificate of counties of the State which has
Aug
30 — (Knox-Lincoln poultry Blackington of Boston spent the
cestral costumes belonging to Mrs. Appreciation in his office at R.C.A taken the initiative in seeing that
meeting at Winslow's Mills Orange hall. week-end with Mr. Blackington’s
Sept. 1-2- -Maine Prase Association
absentee ballots have been sent to
Adelaide Bartlett of Old County Communications, Inc.
meets at The Samoset.
friend, Mr. Faunce, at Owl's Head
Sejt 2—Launching at Snow 8hlpRoad, where those from out of town
Tbe presentation was made by the soldiers and sailors from each
Inn and the latter wishes to correct
yards.
have been vacationing several days. Col. Jay D. B. Lattin, Signal Officer locality.
>ept 4—Labor Day.
the Impression given by the print
"Wxpt.
5- Opening
otf
Rockland
Under the Maine law anyone may
Those present were Charles of Second Service Command) rep
ing of the Joke guest card that the
Schools.
Sept 11--State Election ,
Crockett Harding and his wife, Ed resenting Major General H. C. request that an absentee ballot be
Inn is open to the public. It ls being
Sept.
ll—Opening otf
Rockport
ith Bailey Harding of Melrose, Mass Ingles, Chief Signal Officer of tile sent to any registered voter who is
Schools.
repaired and used as a long season
Albion Sheridan Bartlett and his U. S Army Signal Forces.
ln military or naval service. Furth
Summer home. Mr. Tufts and) Mr.
COMENG REUNIONS
ermore,
any who is of voting age,
wife,
Frances
Butler
Bartlett
and
Faunce are most enthusiastic 'boost
As stated in a letter of citation
Aug. 23- Payson-Fogler families at ers of this particular part of the |
but
not
registered may be put on
their
children,
Grace
Edward
and
received by Dr. Beverage from Ma
home of Manassah Spear. Rockport
Aug| 27- Rowell family at William Maine coast but they are not in the
Nancy Ellen, of Groton, Conn- jor General Ingles, the award was the registration list by request of
Rowell homestead, m South Thomas
George Warren Harding and his in recognition of Dr. Beverage's his wife or blood relative or guard
hotel business. So please do not
ton (afternoon only).
Aug. 30—Mank family at Maple telephone for reservations for rooms
wife, Olive Vanner Harding and "tireless effort and valuable advice ian.
Orange Hall, North Waldoboroo.
Corp.
Philip
Creighton
of
Union
or meals.
I
their son, David Vanner Harding of during the installation of a radio
The State Republican Chairman,
Westbrook;
Mrs.
Evelyn
Winslow
Lloyd
B. Morton of Farmington,
circuit in the North Atlantic route"
Mrs. Ralph Clarke chairman of
Doing his bit in the battle of
Rebri
u
lting
Officer
Kitteridge
will
Bartlett
and
children,
Evelyn
Adel

urged
that
with our boys fighting to
which "constituted a great contri
the community canning center has
France la Corp. Philip M. Creigh
visit
Rockland
on
Friday
Aug.
25.
aide
and
Norene.
Mrs.
Adelaide
preserve
the
principles of our free
bution to the Signal Corps’ in its
annemneed that the center will close
Kitteridge will be available at the ton, 27, son of Mr. and Mrs John
Bartlett
was
not
with
the
group
republic,
no
citizen
at home should
gigantic task of furnishing the
Aug. 31 and no produce will be ac
U. S Employment Office, Rockland C. Creighton of Union, who is with
calling
at
the
store,
and
neither
was
United States Armj- the world's fail to exercise the privilege of vot
cepted for canning after that morn
from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. for interviews a topographical Battalion of the
Charles
C.
Harding
of
Somerville,
ing at this election..
greatest
communication system.”
ing All who still are canning at the
with young men 20 through 36 years U. S. Engineers in Normandy.
Maae
,
who
is
visiting
Mrs.
Bartlett.
The woman’s angle is stressed by
—
From
“
•Radio
Age,
”
July
1944.
<Mfc.er are asked to keep this fact in
of age for WAVE enlistment, and Corp. Creighton played an import
Mrs.
E. May Chapman of Belfast,
Beverage,
a
North
Haven
boy,
is
mind. A special plea is being made young men 17 years of age inter ant part prior to the D Day inva
Navy
for
wooden
craft.
State
Vice-Chairman, who particu
a
son
of
the
late
Fremont
and
Lot

this week and next for parents of ested In Navy enlistment. Young sion of France, assigned previous
Vessels
built,
practically
all
of
larly
urged
that the wives of absent
tie
Smith
Beverage.
children who partake of the school men and women urged to contact to that, to a special mission.
which
have
been
delivered,
include
servicemen
show
their loyalty to the
lunches to volunteer their services the Navy recruiter while ln Rock
He was inducb?d into the service
10 mine sweepers, two sub chasers;
American
democratic
way of life by
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The Class ’of 1912, Rockland High
School held its annual reunion Sun
day with Doris Small Pearsons at
Small homestead at Ginn's Point,
Owl's Head. 15 members and eight
guests being present.
A lobster dinner was served at
noon and a baked bean supper at
night. At the business meeting offi
cers were re-elected; Francis E.
Havener, president; Mrs. Harry P.
Chase, vice-president; Mrs. Allen B.
Borgerson, secretary, and Mrs. Gen
eva Huke, treasurer. It was voted to
hold the annual meeting the third
week in Aug. at the same place.
Highlighting the happy get-to
gether was the telling of stories by
Alton Hall Blackington of Boston.
Those present were: Miss Mar
guerite Gould, Mrs. Emma R, Har
vey, Mrs. Beatrice Philbrook, Miss
Anna Flynn. Harold F. Spear, Mrs.
Doris Small Pearsons, Miss Edna
Small, Mr. and Mrs. George L. St.
Clair, Mr. and Mrs. Francis E. Hav
ener, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Baum,
Mr. and Mrs Alton Hall Blacking
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Calder
wood, Mr. and Mrs. Harry P Chase,
Mr. and Mrs. Allen B. Borgerson,
and Mr. and Mrs. Albert S. Peter
son.
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CHAPTER V
Zorie closed her eyej, because
they were suddenly filled with tears.
These tears were, as usual, tears of
fury directed at her meekness She
leaned back against the pillows. She
intended to take a shower in a mo
ment and dress in the bathroom.

She fell asleep. The ringing of
the telephone awoke her. She opened
her eyes and looked about the state
room with dismay. It was empty!
Miss Lanning had finished dressing
and was gone!
Zorie glanced at her wristwatch.
It was 7:21!
She answered the phone. It was
Paul again. His tones were the icy
reserved tones of a man who is fu
rious but who, because others are
present, is controlling himself.

“Zorie, what’s become of you?
We're all ready to start dinner.”
•‘I’ll explain everything,” Zorie an
swered tremulously. “I won't be a
jiffy.”
She undressed
speedily.
She
rushed into the bathroom, which
seemed to be full of used towels.
After she had taken her shower,
and was looking for a bath towel,
she learned why. There had been
four hand towels and four bath tow
els. Miss Lanning had used them
all. They were strewn over the bath
room floor.
A hot wave of anger went over
Zorie, and for a moment she stood,
dripping, with her fists and her teeth
clenched. At that moment, she hat
ed the slim, beautiful, arrogant Miss
Lanning.
She opened her trunk, having to
look through her bag for the key,
and found three hand towels she
had intended embroidering for Aunt
Hannah’s birthday. They were mere
wisps of towels. She could not dry
herself at all thoroughly.
“Some day,” Zorie announced,
“I’m going to be like that. I’m go
ing to be arrogant and ruthless and
—and brutal.”
She dressed with haste. She had
little time to give her hair. She
slipped into, the navy-blue dress,
zipped it up and stepped back and
considered herself in the mirrors.
The navy-blue dress had never
done anything for her, but Paul pre
ferred subdued colors on her, al
though she had observed that the
women he always admired at faculty
dances wore bright, gay things.
Her face was still pink and glowy
from the shower, but she would bad
ly need makeup when this radiance
dimmed, and she wished that Paul j
didn’t disapprove of it so. She gazed
enviously at her roommate's cos
metics. Brfght lips and eye makeup
and some color on her cheeks would
distract the eye from this dress,
would give her courage.
She rummaged through her suit
cases and found the little bottle of
perfume that Paul had given her
last Christmas—a scent that suggest
ed the less inspired of the spring
flowers. She dabbed a little of it
on the front of her dress, and a little
behind each ear. Then, after a long
hesitation, she defiantly set the bot
tle down in one of the few clear
areas on the dressing table.
••There!” she said out loud. "I’ll
show her!”
She opened the door. A man was
standing in the corridor a dozen feet
away with an unlighted cigarette in
his mouth. He was flicking the
wheel of a lighter. He held the
flame to the cigarette, but his eyes
were on Zorie and they remained on
her as she shut the door and started
along the corridor toward him.
He was a short man in a dark
gray suit, with wide sloping shoul
ders and scrubby-looking dark red
hair. Slanting eye-sockets gave his
dark eyes a cynical expression.
The boldness of his stare made
her wonder who he was. He had a
faint, cynical smile. She guessed
that he was a defense worker. He
was short, but he looked powerful.
Paul had mentioned these defense
workers—skilled men who were be
ing paid fabulous wages to work on
jobs in the outer islands. Many of
them, Paul had said, were arrogant
and insolent.
As she passed him, his eyes nar
rowed, and they were as bright, as
alert, as the eyes of a ferret. He
made her feel uneasy.
She found an elevator and went
up to B Deck. As she entered the
wide cross corridor, she saw a man
coming down the stairs from the
deck above. She noticed him only
because he looked so smart and at
ease in his white dinner jacket and
black trousers. His shiny black hair
was graying at the temples, and he
looked distinguished and important.
Also, he seemed foreign and inter

pt?*0'

Stomach queasy, uneasy and upset?
Quiet and calm it with soothing
PEPTO-BISMOL. Helps bring prompt
relief to sour, sickish, upset stom
ach-acts to retard gas formation
and simple diarrhea. Pleasant-tast
ing. Non-laxative. Ask your drug
gist for PEPTO-BISMOL* when your
stomach is upset.

estingly dissipated. He was the kind
of man about whom you might say
that the skin under his eyes was the
graveyard of his follies.
As Zorie’s glance became a stare,
and her heart suddenly pounded, he
noticed her. He stared, then smiled
with one corner of his mouth. His
lids came down a little and he now
looked as a blase man might look
when he scents prey.
He said in a cultured, purposeful
voice, ‘‘Good evening!” and paused.
Zorie stared at him a moment
longer with bright fascinated eyes,
then started down a corridor almost
at a run.
Men with dark faces and little
white scars under their left eyes
were, she supposed, not unusual, yet
she was sure, she was positive, that
this black-haired, dark-skinned man
with the little star-shaped scar un
der his left eye was the man she
had seen in the green sedan when
Steve Duncan had hid behind the
telephone pole—and her.
Paul opened the door to her knock.
She walked into the room with her
heart still pounding. Steve and the
admiral were at the other end of the
room, which was fully twice as large
as the room she and Amber Lanning
were sharing. Beyond was another
large room.
The three men wore white or palecolored evening jackets and black
trousers. She glanced at Paul, tall
and straight and splendid-looking,
with the expression in his eyes she
had been prepared for.
"I'm sorry I’m late,” she said
meekly.
‘‘Being late,” the admiral said,
“is a beautiful woman’s privilege.”
With his curly white hair, his fur
rowed red face and his lean erect
ness, he looked distinguished. Some
thing happened irt his china-blue
eyes as he took her in—an almost
imperceptible tightening. His ex
pression did not seem to change, yet
he betrayed, as his eyes quickly ran
down her, surprise and disappoint
ment.

She glanced quickly at Steve. He
looked very brown and huge and
handsome in a beige dinner jacket
with a blue bow tie and a blue silk
carnation the shade of his eyes. She
wondered if he knew that the man
she had just seen was aboard.

He was looking at her as if he
was delighted with her. It mystified
Zorie. The admiral had betrayed
disappointment in her a-ppearance,
and she had not been surprised.
Steve was gazing at her with un
mistakable admiration. Why? It
seemed that whatever the basis was
for their contacts, he was always
mystifying her.
He slowly grinned, turned and
went into the other room. He re
turned with a white flower in his
hand. It looked a little like a gar-
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He took her lightly in his arms
and they started to dance.

denia, but its white petals were more
fragile. It had a spicy-sweet odor
that was strange and exotic.
“With the compliments of Admiral
Duncan.” he said in his deep voice.
"It’s an old island custom.”
He put the flower in her hair. As
he bent down and fixed the flower he
said in a voice too low for the ad
miral and Paul to hear, “I’m proud
of you, baby.”
Zorie was more mystified than
ever. No man had ever before put
a flower in her hair. Her cheeks
were burning. She could not decide
whether he was making fun of her,
being sorry for her, because of har
wrinkled dress, her lack of makeup
and Paul’s cool disapproval of her
tardiness, or whether he was delib
erately teasing Paul.
Whatever his motive was, she felt
grateful.
“Thank you,” she said,
with warmth. “What is it?”
“White ginger.” He picked up a
cocktail from a tray and handed it
to her, but before she could accept
it, Paul said curtly, “Zorie doesn't
drink. Steve.”
It wasn’t true. Although Paul dis
approved of drinking, because of its
demonstrably harmful effect on
brain tissue, both of them sometimes
had a cocktail or two at faculty par*

ties. Paul was furious because she
was late, and he was punishing her.
Steve was sadly shaking his large
curly head. “What a pity,” he
drawled, and drank the cocktail.
Zorie had never known such lux
ury.
Two waiters, or stewards,
served the dinner and their obvious
awe of Admiral Duncan, who barked
at them and criticized every dish,
reminded her that he was not only
a garrulous and meddlesome old
man but a very rich and powerful
one.
She was glad when dinner was
over.
Paul said,
“Let’s go up and
dance,” which surprised her. “I’d
love to,” she answered, hoping that
Steve would accompany them. His
presence would postpone the inevita
ble scolding, and she was deter
mined to question him.
But Steve said carelessly, "I’ll see
you in a few minutes."
In the hall, Zorie waited for Paul
to begin. Wljen he didn’t, she
glanced up at him. His profile was
more thoughtful than stern. He
asked her how she thought she would
like working for the admiral, and
she
answered
cautiously,
“All
right.”
Then he glanced at her and said,
"What do you think of that beautiful
big brother of mine now?”
“That was a nice gesture,” Zorie
answ’ered, "his putting this ginger
flower in my hair.”
“Yes,” Paul said. “Steve is very
good at gestures. Most women fall
for him like a ton of bricks. He’s
that utterly irresistible combination
—a handsome rascal with the tender
considerateness of a Raleigh.”
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Telephone 7«
Rev. Frederick Heath is having

The annual men's supper will be
served Thursday night at the Con
gregational Church, to the public(
with George Walker, the chainman.
The regular meeting of the E. A.
Starrett Auxiliary, SUV, will be
held Wednesday, with Miss Ida
Stevens, chairman cf the dinner to
be served at noon to the members.
The Rebekah picnic planned for
Wednesday, Aug. 23d at the home
ot Mrs. Charles Overlock* has been
indefinitely postponed.
Mr and Mrs Benjamin Barbour
of this towrn, and Mr and Mrs. Ar
thur Bowley of Rockland attended
Skowhegan Fair, Wednesday of last
week.
Walter Perry of Portland passed
the week-end with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur L. Perry.
Work in surgical dressings during
the rest of the Summer and in the
early Fall will start each Wednes
day morning, at 8 o'clock and con
tinue to 12 noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Williams
of South Braintree, Mass., and Mr.
and Mrs Charles Brooks of East
Braintree, Mass., have been guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Peabody.
Mrs. Norman Benner and two
sons, Edwin and Harold of Waldo
boro, have been guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Willis Moody Sr., at North
Warren.

vacation from his pastoral duties at
the Baptist Church.
About $130 was realized from
the dinner and sale at the Baptpist
Church Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Swenson
and two children of Belmont, Mass
are guests at Daniel Jackson’s.
Mr. and: Mrs. Charles Linscott
have been in town for a few days.
Mrs. Arthur Hatch is visiting at
the home of her mother, Mrs. Fred
Scott.
Mrs. Ralph Jackson has returned
from the hospital and is at the
home of Mrs A. P. Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. Standish Ford of
Philadelphia arrived Monday for
their annual vacation at the homeof Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Standish.
Nickolas DeiPatsy has had a crew
of men leveling the lawn in front
of his Church street home.
Charles Rowe, Jr. of Boston has
been in town
Mrs. Caroline Hodsdon is a surgi
cal patient at Knox Hospital.
Lowell Wallace and Chester Ben
Zorie wondered if Paul was jeal ner have been enjoying a vacation
ous of Steve. "I’m not falling for from their duties at the Postoffice.
him,” she said.
John Standish, who has been
“No?” He laughed softly, but
visiting his sister, Mrs. Nellie
with no humor. "Well, you wouldn’t
be the first of my girls he’s tried to Reever, has returned to his home
in Winthrop, Mass.
steal.”
“Did he,” Zorie asked demurely,
Miss Marion Downing of Bruns
“have much luck with the others?” wick has been a guest of Mrs Rod
Florence N. Moody
“He’s always had a very smooth erick Steele.
Funeral services for Florence
line,” Paul replied. “Watch out for
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lauriston
Little
of
Newhall Moody, 26. wife of SSgt.
it.”
*
Boothbay Harbor were in town Willis Moody Jr., USA, who |died
“I shall,” Zorie promised.
! Aug. 2, at the Central Maine SaniThey started to dance.
Paul Wednesday.
Mrs. 'Roland Genthner has en i tarium in Fairfield after an illness
danced well but without much en
thusiasm.
He didn’t dance often tered the Deaconess Hospital, Bos of over a year, were held Aug. 4 at
enough to keep in practice, and if ton, for surgical treatment.
the home of her husband’s parents,
you aren’t in practice, you bump
Mrs. George Brown and daughter Mr. and Mrs. Willis Moody Sr., at
into people. Paul kept bumping into
Warren. Rev. Frederick
people and apologizing. He became Isobel of Brookline, Mass., are at North
annoyed. The slight rolling of the Osborne Welt’s for ten days.
' Heath of Waldoboro officiated, and
ship kept sending him off balance,
Miss Isabel Waltz of Boston is at burial was made at the Cushing
and that annoyed him, too.
her Jefferson street heme.
cemetery. North Warren.
The ship rolled more sharply than
Mrs. Susan Brown of Pittsfield
Bearers were Austin Kalloch.
usual. Paul and Zorie went sliding is the guest of Mrs. Lura Winslow.
Austin
Gammon, Irven Gammon
to the end of the floor with a mass
A
group
of
music
lovers,led
by
and
Merrill
Payson, all of (North
of other dancers who seemed to
Floyd
O.
Benner,
are
putting
on
a
Warren
Floral
offerings were
think it was fun.
Paul did not. “To hell with it,” concert at the Baptist Church Fri many and beautiful.
he said crossly. “Let’s take a turn day night. Those taking part are:
Mrs Moody 'had been at the Sani
on deck.”
Mr. and Mrs. John Heiser, Anne tarium for the past year, and previ
“All right,” Zorie agreed.
Major, Joan Houston, Randolph ous to that had made her home
Just then Steve’s deep, lazy voice Major, Jr., Cleveland Pipe, Deanne
with the Iparents of her husband at
said, “Is it against maritime law to
Muenzer,
Alan
Miller
,
Evelyn
North
Warren, since her husband,
cut in?”
He was grinning at Paul. “Try Jeanne Vogel, Hope Pipe, Albert G w‘as with the Portland Harbor iDeThomaston and Warren fenses. Their twin daughters died
it!” Paul said curtly. “I’m not the Sewall,.
shark god's type.”
have had these concerts annually, September last year.
He walked away. Steve had his and they have become very popular
Mrs. Moody was bom at Tenant’s
hand lightly under Zorie’s elbow,
We hope the management will re Harbor, the daughter of (Allen and
balancing her as the ship made
ceive sufficient encouragement to Mary McKenzie Newhall. She was
another deep roll.
continue- them indefinitely. The a member cf White Oak Grange of
“Do you mind?”
“No,” said Zorie. "Paul doesn’t principal attraction will be the North Warren.
like to dance.”
harpist, Deanne Muenzer, who is
Besides her husband, she is sur
His blue eyes were admiring her. an artist of exceptional ability and
vived by her father, who lives in
“You do.”
“Yes. I love it.” She feit rebel a descendant of artists in different Thomaston, three brotheirs, John of
vocations.
lious and reckless.
Washington, Augustin of Ash Point,
Mrs. Lottie Lovell of Sanford, and Frank of 'Rockland, three
“So do I,” Steve drawled.
He took her lightly in his arms has been spending a few days’ in
sisters, Mrs. Carleton Weaver of
and they started to dance.
town.
Washington, Mrs. Arthur iRisteen
Steve was evidently experienced
Mrs. Thelma Benner received a oi Thomaston, and Mrs. Alfred
at dancing not only in crowds but
letter from Mrs. Henry O. Megert Miller of Rockland.
on rolling ships, because they
bumped into*no one and when the the contents of which will be of in
ship rolled he seemed to know how terest to Waldoboro people. Mr.
UNION
to dance with the roll, so that their Megert was pastor of the Metho
Mr
and
Mrs.
Edwin Pease who
rhythm wasn’t broken and she lost dist Church in 1927 and remained
the fear she had had with Paul that here three years, in 1930 he went took their daughter Maxine Monday
her feet were about to shoot out
to a pastorate in Gorham. N. H., to Waterville to have her tonsils
from under her. Steve danced
removed returned home Tuesday.
smoothly and he led firmly. He was and was there eight years. In 1938
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thurston
so easy to dance with that Zorie felt he went to South Eliot and has now
was
at Montville Sunday and on
herself relaxing.
accepted the pastorate of the
their
way home visited Mr. Thurs
She looked about for Paul and saw Thornton Heights Methodist Church
ton
’
s
sister, Mrs. Elden Maddocks
him go out on deck.
in South Portland. While in South
at North Searsmont.
“Are you the shark god’s type?"
Elliot, he was very active in com
she asked.
Mrs. Kenneth Blake who visited
munity
work. The church has been
“I’m the shark god’s adopted
her husband in New York for the
and new
child,” Steve answered. “When I completely remodelled
past week returned home Tuesday.
was a kid, on Kauai, I did a lot of equipment installed including a
John Frank Upham who has been
surfing in dangerous water. An old Hammond organ. Mr. Megert leaves
training
for the Navy in New York
Hawaiian family took a fancy to me the church entirely free from debt,
for the past few weeks, expects to
and their god happened to be the
and all current bills paid. At pres
shark god, so they put me through
be here Friday on furlough.
the ritual. They wanted to protect ent Mr. Megert is president of the
Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Drum
me against all dangers in or on the Portsmouth. N. H. Ministerial Asso mond of Staten Island, N. Y., are at
sea."
ciation, secretary and treasurer of their farm for an indefinite stay.
“It sounds pagan,” Zorie mur the York County Friendly Confer
Arland Ames has wanted a guitar
mured. It also sounded character ence, secretary of the Piscataqua
ever
since he could walk, and this
istic of Steve.
Social
Union,
and
secretary
of
the
year he has raked blueberries
“It is,” said Steve.
She laughed. “Are you pagan?” Portland District Methodist Con enough to buy one. He is now the
He grinned lazily down at her. ference. Mrs. Megert has also been proud and happy owner of a nice
“Incurably.”
active in church and community one and he is only eight years old.
She wondered why he wanted to work and also in the Red Cross
Mrs. Helen Robbins of Boston is
dance with her—why he was bother
and W.C.T.U.
She is a member the guest of her mother, Mrs. Jennie
ing with her. There were many pret
of the Riverside Woman’s Club of Thurston and daughter Florence
ty girls on the floor, and every time
Zorie glanced at one of them, she Kittery. Her daughter Elinor is the
Norman Smith and Harry Bums
was staring at Steve. He could have chaplain of the Portsmouth, N. H. of Union in the Coast Guard Tem
been dancing with any of them, yet Rainbow Assembly, pianist for the porary' Reserves of Flotilla No. 103
he seemed oblivious to them. Why?
i in Rockland have been promoted to
“Why did you put this flower in
Nobody’s ever written up the family petty officers after over a year’s
my hair?”
and I’d like to see it dorKright. It’s service.
“Because I was delighted with you
really the story of Hawaii as illus
for taking my advice. I happened
Justin Ames and Henry Ames are
trated by one amazing family.
to be in the room when Paul phoned
spending
the week at Temple
You’re going to fall in love with
you. I thought he was being pretty
-Heights
Campmeeting.
Uluwehi. Has Paul told you much
stuffy. The longer you kept us wait
The blueberry crop has been very
about it?”
ing, the more I admired you.”
“No.”
disappointing
this year They have
So that was it! He thought her
Steve was still holding her lightly, ' dried up so they could not be raked
tardiness was due to her having de
and dancing smoothly, and paying
and people have given them up.
cided to show Paul that she couldn’t
be ordered around!
“Do you know,” Steve asked,
"that you’ve made my grandfather
as happy as a kid with a new red
engine?”
“Why?”
“He likes to have a pretty girl
around,” Steve answered, “and he’s
sure you're going to do wonders
with his book. You've got to be
tough with him. If he takes a wrong
slant, don’t hesitate to back him
down. You’re clever. You can. Do
you mind if I sit in on some of these
sessions?”
“Won’t it be dull for you?” Zorie
asked.

“Hq* I’m interested in the book.

I Tuesaay-Friday

attentioft to no one on the floor but
her. Zorie felt reckless and gay.
Steve was flirting with her. He was High School Orchestra, assistant
managing to say nice things to her organist at the church, has the
without making love to her. Her Kindergarten
Dept. in Church
feelings about him were so contra School, conducted a Nursery Class
dictory that she felt confused.
| during Sunday morning services,
She realized that his charm, his
warm personality were dangerous and finally a First Class Girl
weapons that he used with deliber Sc^ut. Mr. Megert® work at the
ateness. She was not often suspi , Portsmouth N. H. hospital has been
cious of people, but she could not particularly outstanding
A most
help being suspicious of this tall, ! busy family, I am sure all will
deep-voiced young man with his
agree.
graceful ways. There was simply
Mr and Mre. Perley Brackett of
no reason for him to be wasting his
Concord,' N. H„ were at Mrs. H.
tima on her.

(To Be Continued)

Maude Orbeton’s, Saturday,

Miss Mary Teague of Greenwich,
Conn., is spending 13-days- vacation
with her mother, Mrs. Horace
Smith.
Lloyd Bennar of Brunswick spent
Thursday with his mother, Mrs.
Nellie Benner at C. E. Ludwig’s
Mr. and Mrs Edward' Wall of
South Bristol were callers Sunday
at Albert Elwell’s.
Mr. andi Mrs. Guy Sawtelle of
Portland were guests Friday and
Saturday at Clyde Dearborn’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Tracv Smith and
daughter Dorothy of Quincy, Mass.,
are visitors at Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Jackson’s.
Rev. A Bernard Webber andi Mrs.
Webber of (Boston were guests last
Friday at Cecil E. Ludwig’s. Mr.
Webber is assistant pastor at Tre
mont Temple.
Mr and Mrs. Percy Bates of
Sangerville spent the week-end at
Raymond Jackson’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Hutchins and
son Harold were visitors Saturday
in Augusta.
Mrs. Jean Cuthbertson has re
turned to Sangerville after several
months with her daughter, Mrs.
Raymond Jackson.
Mrs. Dorothy Prock, Mrs. Edna
Jackson. Mrs. Lulu Jackson, M:*
Margaret Havener and Mrs. Jean
Cuthbertson were Rockland visitors
Tuesday.
A memorial service for Stanley
Johnson was conducted Sunday at
the church by Rev. J. C. Collind
An original poem, “My Neighbor’s
Lad” written by Mrs. Ina Rissenen
was read, and a sclo, “Beyond the
Sunset” was sung by Mrs. Harriet
Hooper. Stanley Johnson was lost
at sea July 25, aged 17. He was the
son of John Johnson of New Bed
ford and Mrs. Ruth Johnsoij of this
place.
Home Coming Sunday will be ob
served Aug 20 at the Methodist
Church, with a guest speaker and
special music. All former, as well
as current, members and residents
are urged to attend.

LOST AND FOUND
RATION books No. 4 lost. MRS EVA
B ROBINSON. C W. ROBINSON O
J. ROBINSON. F H
ROBINSON.
MRS R A POST, Warren. Me R No.
1^ Box 82.
67-T-69
CHILD'S doll earrlgae lost vicinity
Grove or Summer St. TEL. 300.
67-68
TAN zipper sweater lost vicinity Sea
View Cemetery. F W RICHARDSON.
Tel _7J._________________________ 67* It
RATION Book No .4 lost. WM R
LUFKIN, Rockiand
67*T 69
WHITE skiff lost out of Tenant's
Harbor
Reward.
G
DeWOUE.
Tenant’s Harbor.
67-68
BLACK and white kitten lost. TEL.
929
67*lt
GAS Ration Book A lost. MILES E.
CRAMER. Union, Me.________ 67*T-69
FURNISHED apartment ,to let, centrally located ,lpqul-© RUBENSTEIN’S
ANTIQUE SHOP Tel. 1285.
66 67
WALLET lost Aug. 17, return to AD

ward

,

’j. .

66*67

* > _r -

TO LET

KTTCHENETTE to let, 29 Beech St.
TEL 1328M
67 It
UNFURNISHED 3-room apartment to
let. kitchenette and bath. Heated, hot
water. Elec, range, garage at 101 NO
MAIN ST. Tel 671W.
67tf
F1RST-FIOOR five-room apartment
to let; 32 KNOX ST,. Thomaston. 66*o7

THREE ROOMS to let, living room,
kitchen bath Available for 3 weeks.
MRS. ROBERT MAGUNE, 186 No. Main
St.
‘
66ttf
FOUR ROOM apartment to let, un
furnished. TEL. 436W.
66 67
FOUR ROOM apartment to let with
bath; 225 Main. St. Tel. 799M MRS.
BARBOUR______________________66*67
FURNISHED room tq let, 62 Summer
St. TEL 847W Rockland________ 63 tf
FURNISHED barber shop with two
chairs, fully equipped to let, 277 Main
St. Price $8 week. V. F. STUDLEY.
77 Park St., or Tel. 1154
59tf
FURNISHED rooms to let at FOSS
HOUSE. 77 Park St.. City.
61 tf

FOR SALE
THREE PIECE living room set for
sale, excellent condition
Call after
6 15 p. m. F QUIMBY. 77 Pascal Ave.,
Rockport.
67*68
~ 1942 PHILCO Cabinet 7-tube Radio
for sale. Call after 6.15 p m. F.
QUIMBY, 77 Pascal Ave., Rockport
___
67*68
LAYING Pullets for sale, $2 each.
PERLEY MERRIFIELD. West Rockport
_________
67*68
~DOW-Plow, Hr 5? $l£ perfect;
antique lawn seat $2. covering $5; two
cultivators, single and double spring
tooth harrows, pair heavy wheels for
logging. $10, wheel chair. C. F. PRES
COTT, 29 Prescott ST. City.
67-68
PRE-WAR Sedan seat cover, slightly
used; 41 MAIN ST, Thomaston. Tel.
111.
67*lt
MATTRESS, three-quarter size, felt,
like new: 41 MAIN ST . Thomaston.
Tel. 111.
67*lt
“FOR SALE**

The Oeorge Huntley farm. 307 Lime
rock St.. Rockland An estimated 15
acres land. House tn very good con
dition. Has fireplace. H. A. Heat, flush
toilet. Barn connected, also 2 small
buildings Only 12 minutes walk to
P. O.
See us or your own broker.
FREEMAN S YOUNO
163 Main St
Tel. 730
Rockland
67-69
DRY. soft wood slabs for sale, sawed
Stove lengths. TEL. 216_________ 67-74
FURNACE for sale 22”, and pipes,
large and small circulating heaters,
ranges. 2 and 3 burner olt stoves, cof
fee urn Victrola and records with al
bums C. E. GROTTON, 138 Camden
St. Tel 1091W_________________ 67t£
PARLOR Radlola circulating heater
for sale In good condition MRS OWEN
CHAPLES. Clark Lsland. Me.
67*68
TiKr.

VINALHA1
ft ft ft ft

MRS OOOAR C.
Correspondent

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

ill Niagara Falls, N. Y.

£38

the visited friends in Poi
Springfield, Mass.
Bertl

HERE’S WHAT rt COSTS

furlough at his home.

'V

COOKER Spaniel puppies for sale.
SINGLE Garage wanted In center cf
________________ 67 68
city. P o BOX 725, Rork and._ 67 -3 TEL. 11C4.
CHRIS
CRAFT
ft. cockpit fore and
LONG haired kitten ^a'ntwl at• c^ce. aft’ upholstered 18
ln red. Powered by
DELIA YORK, 111 Pleasant St., City
6 cyl 70 h p Orav marine Imoto’ Per
feet coalition. $1200 for quick sale E
Pond.
POSITIONS open now for dishwash I L TURNBAUGH. Crawford
ers at $15 weekly; chambermaids $9 Warren (enter at Roy Hall’s Farm)
weekly; waitresses $7 weekly. All wages
plus tips and free room and board.
EIGHT-ROOM house to let. ln Rock
Write to THE ISLAND INN. Montif- Dort'
large garage; $20 month. VIR
gan. Me.________________________ 67lfP GINIA D SCOTT. Tel Camden 2431
P I lx)
FURNISHED Apt. of 4 rooms or more
wanted for Winter months tn Thom
BIRD houses for sale, flower trellises
aston TEL THOMASTON 139 4
garden fences, lawn rakes. RAYE’S
CRAFT SHOP. 14 Prescott St. 67»T-73
WOMAN wanted for all or part time
MOTOR ‘boat for sale
Good condi
work Apply in Person after 2 p in.
at SMITH HOUSE. 'Park St.
67-68 tion GUST JOHNSON. Clark Island.
-*______ _________________ 66*68
HOUSEKEEPER with two children Me
HARD wood lot for sale, 18 acres, diy
wishes work
ADA BRETON, Kenne
j ear around. Puce $250. TEL 355
bunk. Me_________________ 67 68
6C - 6 •
WOULD like ride to Florida ln Sept.
FOR SALE
Will share expenses. Write LUNETTE
Valuable business property located No.
BATES. Corinna. Me.
67 ba
Highway, comer Union and Park Ci..
FURNITURE wanted to upholster, 1Camden,
consisting otf an 8-room house
called tor and delivered. T. J. FLEM 2 bathrooms,
heat, suitable for
ING. 19 Birch St Tel. 212W. 9-T-tf tou-lst Home, furnace
has 2 ca r garage. Also
YOUNG WOMEN wanted to prepare with this property ls a garage and fill
for essential work with bright future. ing station ice cream and confections.
Thirteen months’ accelerated nursing Garage now ready to operate. Price
course Salary, maintenance, tuition, very resonable.
Any leading agency would' be willing
uniforms and books
£.°
expense Write today. SUPT. K* SO- to loan money money on this outfit.
Common St.,_Lynn, Mass.
, 66-69
FREEMAN IS YOUNG.
Tel. 730
Rockland
WAITRESS and kitchen girl wanted 163 Main St.
66-68
for all round work at Summer camp.
JACKSONS CAMP, Lake Cobbc^seta
CHOICE of three new millch cows,
Winthrop, Me______
66 68 5 to 8 yrs old. can be seen at milking
TRICYCLE wanted.
MRS. CLIF time at ROSE HILL FARM. Owl's Head.
_________________ 66-67
FORD LADD Tel. 1576______ - 66-67 TEL. 292R
THREE Cord- Wood Sawing Outfits
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for man and
seml-lnvalld wife. Small House. No for sale! also arbors for wood-sawnig
Laundry Phone Camden 2294.___ 66 67 machines. B M CIARK, Union, Me
Tel, Union. 7-4.
- _ 66*68
POWER wood working tools wanted.
NEW inlaid linoleum for sale. Will
RAYE’S CRAFT SHOP. 14 Frescott SL
fit 10x12 room, $20 TEL. 912M. 66*67
WINCHESTER rifle. 22 automatic for
1938. 1939 or 1940 PLYMOUTH or
Chevrolet sedan wantod. E O PHIL sale. TEL 466M.________________ 66-67
BROOK & SON. 632 Main St., Rock 1 GOLD mounted victrola. mahogany
land. Tel 466W.
’
66-68 cabinet, full set albums and a lot of
GIRL’S Bicycles waited J. O LIN records. C. E GROTTON, 138 Camden St. TEL. 1091W.______________ 66tf
SCOTT, 6 Bay View Sq. Tel. 765W.
66*67 ~2 ELECTRIC Refrigerators. 1 Gas
WOMAN
for general housework Engine washing-machine, new 2-bumer
wanted, to live ln or out. MRS. CARL Electric Plates, new water pump, used
SIMMONS. Tel. 1240
_________ 65tf water pump, 1 electric stove .a few old
but good. Electric Lamps, Clocks, and
PART-time-distributing Farm In radios.
Car Radio Simplex
secticides. Disinfectants, Animal Foods Electric Vlctrola's
Ironer, perfect. H B KALER.
and tonics. Household Supplies. Food Washington.
Maine. Home forenoons
Products and Medicines ln Knox Coun and Sundays. Tel. 5-25.
67-68
ty route. Home medication Increasing,
1936-FORD Sedan, excellent tires.
servioe classified essential to civilian
TEL. 645R, Rockland,
economy.
Splendid opportunity to Good motor.
66*67
substantially Increase present earn after 6 p. m.
ings. Wilt* RAWLEIGHS. Dept ME- i TWO pure bred Hereford heifers for
163 i88, Albany, N. Y.__________ 65-70 I sale. two. years old. not brpd; also two
~VAN—Blurke Motor wanted. Model ' milking heifers due to freshen W E.
6.75 ROBERT M. JOYCE. Tel. 6 21. THORNE, Oyster River Rd. Warren
66*67
Swan’s Island, Me._______ 65-68
PERM4NENTS at your home. $8 up.
ATTENTION LADIES *
MRS.
Have you 3 or 4 hours to spare be Excellent work guaranteed.
65tf
tween 9 and noon, 1-4 or 7-10
Age WEAVER Tel. 67R or 1091W.
no handicap. Interesting, profitable I 2~OUT-BOARD motor boats, one row
work for ambitious lady. Write MISS I boat, one 2'i horse water witch motor,
DAY, 231 Johnson Avenue, Newark, ' 1 10 horse Johnston. V* horseElectrlc
1, N. J., for full details.
_65*67 Motor, 2 Blacksmith shop machine
HOUSEKEEPER wanted. Call at 23 drills One small Jig Saw, and Band
KNOX ST . Thomaston or TEL THOM saw. one pump Jack with 2*2 horse gas
ASTON 27.
61tf engine, like new. a great thing for any
without Electricity, almost new
COOKS and waitresses wanted at farmer
John Deer wheel harrow. H. B KA
Park Street Lunch TEL 838R or call LER.
Washington. Me Home forenoons
at PARK STREET LUNCH.
59tf and Sundays.
Tel. 5-25
67-68
CARPENTER and
roofing work
WALDOBORD
FARM
FOR
SALE~
wanted HENRY TEIRILA R F.D. 1.
75 acre farm for sale, ln South Wal
Waldoboro TEL. WALDOBORO 41 23. doboro
about 5 miles from Waldoboro
59tf
, Village, same distance from FriendWOMAN for general housework want- i ship. Buildings ln first-class repair;
ed
Nights and Sundays off. TEL. house otf 7 rooms, large barn and ga
1302M
_____________ 59tf rage. electricity, never falling well wa
WILL buy household contents and ter piped to kitchen. This farm can
contents of cottages, also old glass and be bought at pre-war prices. Taxes are
china. Highest prices paid. CARL low. An excellent farm ln a good
SIMMONS. 2 Park St. Rockland. Tel. neighborhood
LEFOREST A. THURSTON
1240.
56tf
468 Old County Rd ,
Rockland
WILL buy rags, metal, all kinds of
Tel. 1159
paper. and second hand furniture. ________________________________ 67-68
P. O Box 862 TEL 314R.
52*56tf
OWN your own home. I have several
USED Furniture and Stoves wanted. good places you can buy, two on
We will pay cash or trade for new. i Limerock St., one on Pleasant St. Tel.
Call 1154, V F STUDLEY, INC., 283 512M for Information. WALTER H
Main St., Rockland.
61tf SPEAR. _________________________ 65tf
I THINK I have the best Saddle Kor.se
l’n Maine; 8 years old. sound and clever,
weight about 700, fat and handsome
MISCELLANEOUS
strawberry Roan, this ls a chance of
a life-time to get a horse like this for
After this date I will pay only those the price I will sell him for H B KAbills which I contract personally
i LER. Washington, Maine. Home fore
JOHN E LUCE. I noons and Sundays. Tel. 5-25 .
67-68
Waldoboro, Aug_22, 1944
67*69 1 HANDSOME Belgian horse for sale,
YARN—We Are (Prepared To make 1600 lbs, 5 years old, white faced
your wool Into yarn.. Write fcr prices. , chestnut chunk, work single or double.
Also yarn for sale. H. A. BARTLETT, 1 exceptionally fine woods or farm ani
Harmony. Me^________________
67-75 mal. Address P. O. BOX 593, Rockland.
_________________________ 65*68
CEMetekY Inscription work want Me.
ed J. A. WILLIAMSON. 45 Gleason St..
EDWIN H. CRIE house for sale, cor
Thomaston. Tel. 187.
61*T-67 ner Brpadway and Rankin street. Two
tenements with spare lot. 'Rent $20
BUILDING A WALK?
If you are thinking of building a 1 and $1$ Oive us an offer. HERBERT
65 69
wall, fireplace, chimney or building BARTER, 10 Fulton St,, City.
foundation why not use our granite
43 FT. MOTOR Boat for sale, suitable
blocks and slabs, one-half the cost of for fishing, 4 yr old Packard Motor,
brick Ix>aded on trucks at quarry or inquire of MAURICE BROWN or B
delivered.
E. MeELROY. Vinalhaven.
65*68
JOHN MEEHAN & SON,
FOR SALE
A. C. Hocking. Supt
NOW’S the time otf get your boat
Clark Island, Me. Tel. Rockland 21-13
I moo rings fireplace* granite blocks,
Tel. Tenant’s Harbor. 56-13
I
flagging,
granite walks, boundary
66-67 marker^, building
and wall stone.
PERMANENT Wave. 59c! Do your own LoadstS on your truck or we will dePermanent with Charm-Kurl Kit. i liver 'We will make up anv size of
Complete equipment
Including 40 mooring and can furnish chain and
curlers and shampoo Easy to do. ab i staple for boat owners. Let us quote
solutely harmless. Praised by thou price*. JOHN (MEEHAN & SON, Clark
sands including Fay McKenzie, glam Island.
A
C. HOCKING. Supt.
orous movie star Money refunded if Tel. Rockland 21-13 or Ten. Hbr. 56 13
not satlstfled E. B CROCKETT STORE _ __________________ __________ «5tf
64*73
10 GOOD used Automobiles, Coupee
GRABS may be had for the cutting and Sedans. I will sell for cash I will
SILSBY GREENHOUSE. 253. Camden buy for cash. I will swap, br I will sell
St , City.
55tf on time, or I will trade for almost
H. B KA
WALDOBORO Radiator Shop. C. T. anything (except goats)
LOVEJOY. Depot St.. Waldoboro. Me. LER. Washington, Me Home forenoons
67-68
59*70 and Sundays. Tel. 5-25 .
HARDWOOD lot for sale. 2-horse tip
For the present, will make appoint
ments for Tuesdays and Saturdays. cart with iron axle, 4” tines, 4-yearDR. J. H DAMON, dentist, 153 Lime old oxen matched pair, work single or
rock street, telephone 1357.
61tf double; 1928 Chevrolet coach, good
tires Call after 6 p m ARTHUR W.
DEAN, Lincolnville Center Tel 9 2
64-73
SUMMER COTTAGES ROAMER Trailer for sale. Excellent
condlttop.
Sleeping room for five.
Good bargain Inquire of RAYMOND
THREE-ROOM cottage.
furnished HARRIMAN. Searamont, Maine. Tel.
to let; a'so five rooms unfurni»n*d. i
W- Apple-ton.
64'67
MRS. ANNIE DUNTON, Spear St.,
LOCKWOOD Chief 14-horsepower
Rockport.
66*68
outboard motor as good as new for sale;
SOME good trades In furnished cot also sea sled made for racing. Can be
tages at sea shore and lakes, priced seen at 163 NEW COUNTY ROAD. City.
from $1000 to $4200 Also several acres Tel. 90aw__________________ gitf
otf shore property ln Owl's Head and
THE best ls none too good when lt
Rockland. L| A. THURSTON. Tel.
Glldden's T.me
1159. 468 Old County Road
G2tf femes to paint.
, Tested Paint ls best, we feel, by far
the cheapest In the long run and rea
first cost Glldden's Ls best.
No other group ln America is so sonable
Inside " arJ outside ROCKLAND SUN
thoroughly discussing .public ques OCO BBRVICE STATION, 523 Main St.
55 tf
tions as the Grange—nearly 8000 of __________

holding
every day.

200,000

meetings

LuasiKABLB

OOULD,

IW.

property

SM

for
J. 1
or J17Q,

Mrs Harland Pattersiha
—jgj Bally and Dorothy J*
have been guests of Mr
(Prank; Colson, have ret
(Brooks.
The Elizabeth Hutchin

FOR SALE

WAjNTED

Ui

Cederburg.

Thursday for Camp af,.

AdTerttoements In this column not to exceed three
mrted once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cent^ Additional
Ittfes five oents each for one time; 10 cento fcr twa times. Firs
—all words to a Una.
___ _ _
Special Notice: AB *^>Mnd ads” sa called L
edrerttosaento which require the u*™" U
Gaaette office fer handling, coot M eento additional.

COURIER-GAsale never used
67*68
ZETTE
WALNUT dining room table, round,
and three chairs for eale. good con
dition. TEL. 597W.
67*68
FOR SALE
7 acres wooded shore front (2 houses)
2--story house fireplaces, bathroom,
running water Also small bungalow
with fireplace Handsome grove of large
spruces Excellent location for peace
and quet. Nice shore front
Price
$4000 May be pu-chaaed with email
down payment
Excellent Summer
home or for Summer boarders and
guest cabins.
11- acre shore farm; water front
age attractive 6-room farm house.
Good barn.
Very pretty water view,
$2600
8-room house, with flush, in Thom
aston
Excellent neighborhood. Nice
water view Price $900. about one-half
cash.
them,
F. H. WOOD,
/Viuirf' TT/mib*

Mrs. Evelyn Sawyer, who
g guest the past wef-k of
Cederburg and Mrs. Jos.
tredge. left Thursday for

» In

Utf

day School class, sponsor'
Summer fair Thurday al
Union Church vestry Tn
large attendance and it
financial and social sue
gratifying results to th
committees.
Preceding

the president of the c
Vaughn Johnson gave a:l
lng outline of work and
church, Gideon Bible SociJ

people of the Air, Kno
Xflfcgus Soldiers’ Hospital.
Cental Clinic etc. The
$316. Presiding at the t
Mrs. Vaughn Johnson, M
Libby, Mrs Edward Greej
Ailie Lane, Mrs Minnie S
Cora Peterson, Mrs. Car
Rebecca Arey. The whit
table, Mrs. Margie Chi
Muriel Lane, Mrs. Elizabo

ison, Mrs. Grace Lawry.
Holbrook, Mrs. Clyde
Fancy work table, M
Newbert, Mrs. Helen Ha
Carrie Fifield', Mrs Rutl
Mrs. Marion Littlefield
Room was in charge of
^H&ser, Mrs Florence IV
Mis® Lots Webster.
Mr and Mrs. Joseph A
Cambridge, Mass, anti

Francis

A

Gary

of

Moss., has returned h
spending a few weeks
father Edmund Andrews
Mts® Olga MacDonald,
guest pf her parents,
Saturday to Knox Hospl
she is employed on night
Mtss Grace Lennox,
been visiting her sister,
ward Greenleaf, returned
to (Dorchester, Mas®

Miss Elizabeth Creed
phia, Penn , is the gu<
i^slster, Mrs. Lafayette So)

Mrs Joseph Hutchinso
Sunday from Ltsbon Fa
two weeks' visit with he
Mrs. Harry Coob®.
Mrs. Margie Chilles
at dinner Saturday in h<

and Mrs. Ralph Earle Si
delphia, Pa
Mrs. Marion Sholes
Mass., arrived Saturday
.American Legion Au;

hold a public card part;
Hall, Wednesday nigh:
ments will be served.

Dr. Harry Reid and
Lisbon Falls, who ha.
>* :ation with Mr. and
Hutchinson, have returi^
home in Lisbon Fails.
Union Church Circle,
supper at the vestry T
530 o’clock. Houseke

courierga;
Answ.

HORIZONTAL
' Hearty
5-Ascist

9-Givers
11-Ships of the deser
13- Upon
14- Those who make
clothes
16- Near by
17- Crimson
19- Piece of rock

20- Hi0h card

21- A

conti .ent
23-Entry in an accoui
—lourneys
t25-Specks
26- S’ *ix to form past
tense
27- Musical note
28- Perfume
30-Portion
32- Apple seeds
33- Dispatched

9A-A letter

flay-Frldayi

i Tu&$3ay-FHday
VINALHAVEN *
MRB. OSCAR O. LANS
OorrespondecU

la

lines
id it lon&J
es. Fire

Cearler-

pples for sale.
67 68
ockplt lore and
Powered by
tne Imoto-. Perquick sale. E.
awford
Pond.
Hall's Farm).
67*68
o let. In Rockmonth. V1RCainden 2431.
___ 67*C8
flower trelltsea
ikes
RAYE'S
t St. 67*T-73

j

W*
”

Good condlClark Island.
__
66*68
>, 18 acres, diy
TEL 355
66 67

!rty located No.
and. Park Et.,
8 room house
It. suitable for
garage. Also
irage and fillid confections,
perate. Price
ild be willing
1hls outfit.
'UNO,
Rockland
66 68
milch cows,
en at milking
Owl's Head.
___ 66-67
Wing Outfits
wood-sawuig
Union. Me.
66*68
or sale. Will
912M.

66*67

iutomatlc for
66-67
;a, mahogany
and a lot of
>N. .138 Cam66tf
itors, 1 Gas
new 2-bumer
pump, used
>ve a few old
Clocks, and
llo Simplex
B KALER.
ne forenooiis
67 68
;ellent tires.
Rockland.
66*67
d heifers for
red; also two
ihen W. E.
Warren
66*67
home. $8 up.
ee<l
MRS.
)1W
65tf
rats, one row
witch motor,
horse Electric
lop machine
and Band
I',it horse gas
hlng for any
almost new
H B KA
ae forenoons
67-68
OR SAI-E
South Waln Waldoboro
rom Friendlass repair;
am and gaIng well wa
ils farm can
Taxes are
ln a good

feTON
R<xkland

67-68
have several
.iy. two on
mt St. Tel.
/ALTER H.
65 tf
Saddle horse
1 and clever,
handsome
chance of
like this for
H B KAHome fore25
67 68
se for sale,
white faced
e or double,
-r farm anl3. Rockland,
65*68
ar sale, corstreet. Two
Rent $20
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65-69
Je, suitable
tard Motor.
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your boat
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boundary
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l's Time
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Nellie Nickerson, Mrs. Evie Hen
EAST FRIENDSHIP
nigar, Mrs. Frances Gilchrist, Mrs.
Private Austin Havener of Fort
Florence Mullen.
Bragg, N. C. is spending 10-days’
Miss Joan JoHhson visited friends furlough with Mrs. Havener and
the past week in Rockport and son Lewis.
Camden, returning Saturday.
By SIDNEY L. WINSLOW
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Bradford and
Mrs. Hilton Young is visiting son David of Lewiston are visiting
relatives in Schenectady. N. Y.
at W. A. Bradford’s.
(Second Installment)
may be termed the Thoroughfare
' Seaman 2c Ronald Gillis and Mrs.
Mrs. Dorothy Russell and daugh
Volcanics.
Vinalhaven
quarries
which
can
G^is an<i his mother, Mrs. Mellie
ter of Vermont are visiting her son
The Northwestern part of Vinal
provide unlimited! quantities first
I Olllls of North Haven were weex- Everett Russell.
haven,
with the exception of the
end guests of Mrs Edith Vinal, Mr.
quality black granite may be found
strip
of
volcanics just mentioned, is
Mrs
Lettie
Hyler
of
Thomaston
Gillis is on a furlough from Fort
at Coombs' Neck; also on the west- characterized by a different series
is
guest
of
Mrs.
Mary
Grafton.
Sampson N. Y.
em side of the of volcanics more acid in composiMrs. Jennie Teel and Catherine
Mrs Carrie Holgerson and sister
!
Sands Cove and t.on. These are known as the
| Mkss Hlzabeth
R N. have re- Anderson of Port Clyde have been
Creed’s Cove.
Vinalhaven Add Volcanics.
I turned from R^and. where Mrs. spending several days at the Hussey
At the north
’The southern and greater part
| H°lgeSOn was * ^gical PaUent at homestead.
ern end of the oi Vinalhaven is made up of holoKnox Hospital.
Mrs. Sam Pipplcello and daughter
Island the rock crystaline rocks, granite, diabase,
Keith Carver and friend France Virginia and grandfather George

INTIMATE VIEWS OF VINALHAVEN
History, Home Life and Personal Recollections

Page Fto
PLEASANT POINT
Mr. and Mrs. Sewall Paysons and
family of Massachusetts have re
turned home after their vacation
at the camp of Frank Hawthorne
here.
An impromptu celebration was
hel^l Friday night at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vose in honor of
Mrs. Walter Young and infant
daughter Sharon Ann who is visit
ing there until Sunday. Those pre
sent were Mr. and Mrs. Lester De
lano and son, Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Davis and son, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Ames and Dennis Young. It also
turned out to be the birthday of
Mr Ames. Ice cream was served.
Mrs Ethel Jackson of Lisbon, and

WASHINCTON-AND YOU
By Margaret Chaae Smith

Washington, Aug. 16—-Every two some of the training stations and
weeks a destroyer goes down the know something of the care, bal
Mrs. Evelyn Sawyer, who has been
ways at Bath. Only under the su anced diet and regular living ar
pervision of a man as understanding ranged for these girls.
f, guest the past week of Mrs. Carl
• • • •
and able as “Pete” Newell and the
Cederburg and Mrs. Joseph Kitloyalty and persistence of the
Many Chevrolet car dealers wrote
tredge, left Thursday for her nome
workers of Maine could this be done. to me about the regulation for con
For the second time I have been trolling the prices for used Chevro
in Niagara Falls, N. Y. Enroute
privileged to go down the Kennebec lets. Because of the many calls
she visited friends in Portland and
River
in one of these fast ard es and complaints the Office of Price
Springfield, Mass.
sential ships. This was when the Administration has called a meet
Bertl Cederburg, U S A. left
Robert Smith was delivered to the ing for August 18. The sub-com
Thursday for Camp after a short
Navy at Boston lost week. Captain mittee of the Automobile Industry
McAfee and I were among the Advisory Committee will hear the
furlough at his home.
guests. There were about 100 of us protests registered by the dealers
Mrs Harland Pattershall, daughand included also about 20 of the in an attempt to re-consider and
Sally and Dorothy Jewell who
men wotkers who have had a 100% adjust prices satisfactory to the au
attendance record. Their expenses tomobile people.
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
Addie Warren and William
formation is en and diorite the lntrusives
Shear of Boston, Mass., arrived Doe spent several days recently at
were
paid to and frem Boston and
Frank Colson, have returned to
tirely
different
Upham of Camden were week-end it is a recognition of their service.
“
The
rocks
included
in
the
CalSaturday.
MATINICUS
Mrs. Plppicellos home at Holiday
Brooks.
• than that at the derwood Neck Series are dark quart- guests of Mr. and 'Mrs. Kenneth The company officias plan to invite
Mr and Mrs. Hector Camie and Beach.
Nelson
Moore
of Warren has been
a different group far eaCh trip.
The Elizabeth Hutchinson Sun
southern end and zitic slates, often rusty on the Sevon.
children Robert and Ruth have re
a
guest
at
Amanda
Ring’s for sev
Half
of
the
crew
was
tre.m
the
ship

Mrs.
Myrtle
Nord
called
Tuesday
day School class, sponsored a mid
is said to be of weathered surface, banded schists,
Mrs. Vivian Miller has returned yard and the other half trom the eral days.
turned from Hall’s Quarry and are or Mrs Isa Curtis at Cushing, Mrs.
summer fair Thurday afternoon at
volcanic origin. The boulders and quartzese, but varying in color and from Knox Hospital and is now at Navy. President W. S. Newell, Vice
visiting Mr. Carnie’s parents Mr
Flora and George Philbrook are
Curtis being In very poor health.
Union Church vestry. There was a
ledges are of a very dark brown grain and quite massive quartzites, Maine General Hospital in Port President Archie Main and Gen on the mainland for a few days.
and Mrs. Robert Camie. Other
large attendance and it proved a
eral Manager Connard are always
Edward Winslow, is confined to with occasional outcroppings of with the exception of the narrow
guests are Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Barbara Thompson of Rockland
land.
included.
financial and social success with
the house by illness.
dark gray, full of shakes and seams. part west of Carver’s Cove or “Aunt
Robinson
and
daughter
Helen
of
has
been guest of relatives here, the
On
my
way
to
Maine
from
Wash

gratifying results to the various
Ernest Winslow, cook of a fishing
During the construction of the Polly’s Cove” as it is commonly
ington earlier this month. I met past week.
Hall
’
s
Quarry.
committees. Preceding the sale
ROCKVILLE
Mildred McAfee, Captain of the
Mrs Herbert Gregory of Glen
Mrs. Albra McLaughlin and chil vessel recently called on relatives. Federal Aid road between Vinalha called.
nearly Women’s Naval Reserve. In civilian
Blueberry
harvesting
is
the president of the class Mrs.
ven and North Haven (1933) some
’"Rocks resembling these in gen
Cove
has returned to her home
Mr,
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Wyllie
and
dren
Percy,
Myrna
and
l<aureen
of
over.
life Miss McAfee is president of
Vuughn Johnson gave an interest
after
visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton
Neil
Wyllie
of South Warren visit of these large boulders were easily eral appearance occur elsewhere in
Danvers
are
guests
of
per
mother,
Mr. and Mrs Merton Anthony Wellesley College.
ing outline of work and gifts to the
•
•
•
•
broken
to
bits
in
a
very
short
time
Vinalhaven,
on
the
shore
of
LeadRaynes.
ed Sunday at Frank (Miller’s.
have as guests this week their
church, Gideon Bible Society, Young Mrs. Florence Goss
by workmen who used only the or better’s Narrows and on the ex daughter, Mrs. .Ralph Caven of
Miss Barbara Mealey of Rock
With some Members of Congress
Miss
Laura
Sanborn,
who
has
Mrs.
W.
A.
Bradford,
Mrs
Well

people of the Air, Knox Hospital,
Trenton,
N.
J.,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
and
Naval
officials
we
went
on
the
dinary
hammers
such
as
are
used
land
was a recent guest of Glennis
treme
eastern
side
of
the
island
'Wegus Soldiers’ Hospital, Red Cross, been the guest of relatives in town, man Hupper, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney in the quarries for breaking up
Burke and daughters, Nancy ant' trial trip of the battleship U SB. Ames.
near
Coombs
Hill.
There
are
also
Bradford, son David called Wed
Missouri This took us out of New
Betty of Augusta.
Dental Clinic etc. Tlie sale netted has returned to Kent's Hill.
Hilda Ames and daughter, Eileen
Mr.
and Mrs. Bert Smith returned nesday on Mrs. Olive Stone at small pieces of stone. Inside the indications of small masses of
York
Harbor for 12 hours. We
Dr.
Edna
E.
Lamson
of
Jersey
City
$315. Presiding at the food table,
boulders
were
found
small
flint
like
were
in Rockland over the week
these
tchists
within,
the
diabase
were
escorted
over
the
entire
ship,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Leslie
Mrs. Vaughn Johnson, Mrs. Everett Monday to Portland having been Pleasant Point.
end.
cobbles,
resembling,
in
size
and
had
luncheon
and
witnessed
the
area
of
Barley
Hill
and
the
vol

Lamson.
I.ibby, Mrs. Edward Greenleaf, Mrs. guests of Mrs. Allie Lane.
of the guns.
Mr. and Mrs. Baldwin and Mr.
shape, small apples. Nearly half a canic area on the western side of
Charles P Tolman spent Tuesday firing
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Bissett
of
In
order
to work effectively on and Mrs. Fernell of Stamford, Conn.,
Ailie Lane, Mrs. Minnie Smith, Mrs.
GLEN
COVE
peck
of
these
flinty
stones
were
re

with
his
sister.
Mrs.
William
Dalton
the
island
.but
these
are
two
small
any committee, it is helpful to see
Cora Peterson, Mis. Carrie Burns, Portland, who have been guests of
William Kight and family are liv moved from one small boulder
to be mapped At no point do these at her cottage in Wildwood in the reason for legislation and for arrived Aug. 10 for their annual
Mrs.
Christina
Chris,
e,
returned
Rebecca Arey. The white elephant
ing in William Savage House. Mr.
When these were encountered, come in contact with the green Rockport.
appropriations. The Committee on vacation.
table, Mrs. Margie Chilles, Mrs. home Monday.
Rev. and Mrs. Brainerd Thurs Naval Affairs try to get information
Kight ls chief petty officer in the during the drilling of the boulders stone or Niagara sediments. East
Horace, Clifford and Roberta
Mr and Mrs. Alton Arey and son
Muriel Lane, Mrs. Elizabeth Hutch
Coast Guard with 20 years service. with the automatic drilling ma of Seal Bay and the north of Mill ton and daughter, Audray Ann of first-hand at every opportunity. Young, and Mrs. Velma Teel were
East Providence who have been The only way I could Impress upon Sunday dimier
of Marian
ison, Mrs. Grace La wry, Mrs Enna Duane returned Saturday to Cleve There are eight children in the chines, they raised havoc with the
River the schists are interbedded spending a few days at a camp at you how delicate the lines of this •
land,
Ohio,
having
been
guests
Ci
Holbrook, Mis. Clyde Macintosh
family.
drills which many times had to be with quartz-porophy in the sedi Glen Cove called in the village this newest battleship are, would be to Youn£
Fancy work table, Mrs. Edith Mrs. Lena Davidson.
Mrs. Harry Young and daughter,
have you see the ship. It Is diffi
week.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur"
Hodgkins
re-bitted' before the cobble was mentary rocks.
Charles
Stockbridge, Gene/a
Newbert, Mrs. Helen Haskell, Mrs.
cult
to
realize
how
such
a
huge
load
Ruth
have been recent guests of her
Mrs. Sylvester McIntosh and son,
and family of 4 children are occu penetrated.
“On the opposite shore, south of
can be carried through the water brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Carrie Fifield1, Mrs. Ruth Mitchell, Stockbridge and Jennie Brant of pying the cottage of the William
Alfred
of
Stamford,,Conn.,
and'
her
From "A Geographical Study of Perry’s Cove, diabase sheets and friend, Mrs. James’ Dunn of New when built on such beautiful and
Mrs. Marion Littlefield The Tea Brighton. Mass., are guests of Mr. Savage property.
Clement Hill.
the Fox Islands” by George Otis dikes mask the contacts with tlie York City are visiting Mr. and Mrs. delicate lines.
and
Mrs.
Hanson
Brown.
Room was in charge of Mrs. Isabel
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Holt of At
There
are
18
stories,
a
comple

Mrs. Marion Merrill and Mrs. Smith we have gleaned the foEow- overlying volcanics. '
William Frye.
Dorothy Craig and Marjorie Craig
tleboro have been recent guests of
sJLser, Mrs. Florence Mullen and
ment
of
2700
men,
a
fully
equipped
Mrs. Electa Hopkins has returned
“The principal type of Vinalha
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Raynes.
of Auburndale, Mass., are at the Airs Telman gave a surprise baby ing.
Miss Lois Webster.
from
a visit with relatives in Port dispensary that will care for 300
Cpl. Dorian Ames of Mississippi
“'North Haven and Vinalhaven, ven granite is of a light gray color
shcwer for Mrs. Marion Wood, Fri
“
Lorette,
”
Arey's
Harbor
with
then
men
in
an
emergency
at
a
time,
and
Clyde.
Mr and Mrs. Joseph Martinez of
and
Mrs. Ames and son Ronald of
day night. Present was Mrs. James the principal members of the Fox with a slight pink tint and of
Recent callers on Mr. and Mrs. in fact every service required for a Connecticut have been visiting his
Cambridge, Mass, and nephew parents.
well-orgianized
city.
We
walked
Mr and Mrrs. Walter Birnie and Moore, Mrs. Winnie Barrow, Laura Lsland group are among the larger rather coarse texture, but very uni D. A. Sherer were. Mr. and Mrs
parents Mr. anr Mrs. W. L. Ames,
Francis A Gary of Somerville,
walked all day until I won for
of the many rocky islands on the form in both color and grain. The Dwight Frisbee of Concord, N. H. and
a week.
children
have
returned
to
their
Cousins,
Barbara
Woodward,
Mrs.
dered
if
men
at
sea
ever
find
a
Mass, has returned’ heme after
Mrs Velma Teel is guest of Ro
Maine coast. Surrounding these black granite of the southern part and Dwight Dow of Lebanon, N. H. chance to sit down. After this trip
home
in
Worcester,
Mass.'
Hazel
Woodward,
Mrs.
Effi
e
Merrill,
spending a few weeks with her
and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Kalloch and I can easily understand how the berta Young for several days.
Carroll Burns of Boston, Mass, ls Mrs. Bernice Freeman, Mrs. Helen are many smaller islands and the of Vinalhaven is an olivine diabase. little granddaughter of iRockland.
Mr and Mrs. Harold Bunker and
father Edmund Andrews
men of the (Navy can keep their son
group extends 10% miles from east Usually the diabase is fine grained,
the
guest
of
his
mother,
Mrs.
Canie
M.
Gregory,
Miss
Emily
Hall,
Mrs.
Albert, were in Rockland over
Mrs.
Noyes
Farmer,
Jr.,
spent
the
Miss Olga MacDonald, who was
dark gray when fractured and black week-end in Bcston guest of Mrs. figures.
to west.
the week-end, where they met their
Burns.
Paul
iyade,
Mrs.
Kathryn
Pinkham,
Shortage of materials and high yonng son Vance, who has been
guest pf her parents, returned
Seymore D. Owens wife of the late taxes
I
Mrs. Florence Mixer and son Miss Helen H. Gregory, Isabel Mc
Topographically these islands when polished;.
are no longer a mystery after
Saturday to Knox Hospital, where
commander of the boat on which he the cost of one of these ships—more visiting his grandparents in Turner.
(To Be Continued)
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The Antique Club met today returned to her home ih Detroit, i feet above the sea level and afford
William Leadbetter of Portland
APPLETON
uard Greenleaf, returned Saturday
relatives here.
(Aug. 22) at the home of Mrs. Ted Mich., after a weeks visit with her pleasing variety of relief. The most is visiting his sister, Mrs. Ruth
We visited the Brunswick Naval
Onren Ames was ln Rockland
Mrs. Jessie Meservey and three
to Dorchester, Mass.
brother and sister-in-law Mr. and striking topographical feature is the Beverage.
children have been visiting, for the Air Station where we are training Monday and Ttiesday
Miss Elizabeth Creed of Philadel MacDonald. Lunch was served.
the British to fly. More than 100
Mr and Mrs. John Lent of Win
extremely
irregular
coastline.
Raymond Moir has returned to Mrs. Abbott Southerlands „
Lucille Wooster of Kittery is past week, with her mother, Mrs WAVES are stationed there. Com throp,
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and
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Sunday from Lisbon Falls after a
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Robert Pease who was wounded this and the auxiliary air stations*— brook.
Susie Kranz, who has been the of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hall.
children have returned from Port
two weeks’ visit with her daughter
Everett Paulsen of Westbrook has
in
Italy states he is now safe and two of which are in the Second
“Although one might sail around land and have opened their home
guest of Mr and Mrs. George Geary,
Mrs. Barbara Loughry; has re
Congressional District — Lewiston- been visiting Milton Philbrook.
Mrs. Harry Coo-bs.
well.
,
turned from Virginia Beach, where these islands a distance of 30 miles, here.
Mrs. Carrie Ricker was recent
Mrs. Alonzo Meservey is taking a Auburn and1 RcJckland. We visit
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Raymond Leland was week-end
Herbert Butler. is now in France
Saturday.
eral weeks enroute she visited ln islands alone measures nearly 150 moved home from Rockland, Mr.
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gue.st of Roberta Young.
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miles.
Indeed
so
deeply
indented
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Craig of Boston Mass, for a week.
Tolman has employment with O. D. Normandy.
“Dot” Lent and Julia Young were
delphia, Pa
my amendment to permit the
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Mass.,
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and
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law
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and
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for
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The community was deeply sad
E. Tolman.
hold a public card party at Leg'on Eutler have returned to Philadel a week.
w
Fish of Camden were at the home not to be allowed to serve outside
Mr. and Mrs Henry Beverage of islands.
On Wednesday, Aug. 23, the Unity of Mr. and Mrs, George Fish for of the United' States Even the dened by the death of Nettie E.
Hall, Wednesday night. Refresh phia. Penn., having been guests of
Young, wife of Horace R. Young,
“Both the surface features of these Guild and friends are invited for the past week.
Mrs. Butler’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Southbridge, Mass, were week-end
civil service women workers can be which occurred very suddenly in
ments will be served.
Mrs. Grace Johnson with MLss sent anywhere in the world if need her home Aug. 7.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Carl E Islands and their deeply incised an all-day picnic at the home of
Dr. Harry Reid and family ot Austin Bucklin
Emily
Deakin, Octavia and Beryl ed. Nurses of all groups are doing
coast line, as well as most of tne Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Amesbury.
Nettie E. Fowler in Albion,
Workers on surgical dressings will Freeman.
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features
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the Johnson home here.
even on hospital ships. I do not an early age, went to work in her
phy, have their origin in the ero his boot training at Sampson. N. Y.,
Lawrence Pease will leave Samp knew what the boys would do with home town later ccming here,
Hutchinson, have returned to their 6 p. m.
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son,
N. Y., Aug. 17 for a furlough out them. Admiral McIntire, Chief where she met her husband, Horace
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processes
of
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past.
Albert Ames Is home from Hart
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Mr. and Mrs. Osman Chaffee,
with
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Alton of the Bureau of Medicine and R. Young, who survives, with two
“
Penobscot
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is
one
of
the
Capt. Charles E. Stanley of Cran Pease.
Richard Chaffee, Miss Donna May
Union Church Circle will serve ford. Conn.
Surgery, and doctors in all of the children MS Clayton E. Young, who
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Ames have and Miss Beverly Chaffee of Con many drowned river valleys on the berry Isle and daughters, Jean and
supper at the vestry Thursday at
The terrific heat of the past services sing their praises.
somewhere in the Pacific, Ro
cord. Mass., are passing their vaca New England Coast, and the islands Alma, made a brief visit in town week has made the task of raking
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berta
G„ three brothers, Myron E.
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proved by the House Naval, Affairs Fowler of Albion; Bela Fowler of
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and1 Alton Fowler of
Miss Mercedes Calderwood of
Franklin. N. H., are vacationing
Mary* Lou Meservey of Camden is House itself twice, but each time Thorndike
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the bay. simply represent the tops Portland is spending a weeks vaca with her cousin Pauline Johnson when it reaches the Senate it is ob Burnham; and two sisters, Mrs.
at Camp Reposo.
Maud Googins of Cherryifield, and
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Davis and of the hills in the old Penobscot tion with her mother, Mrs. Frank and helping with the blueberry jected to by the Committee.
No Mrs.
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son Philip Davis were visitors Sun Valley.
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Miss Joyce Whitehill has resumed
her duties at the Senter Crane. Co.,
in Rcckland after enjoying a weeks
vacation at her home at the West
End.

Miss Joyce Whitehill of this town
and Miss Dorothy Jackson of Clark

Island spent Priday in Portland and
Old Orchard. In their return Miss
Jackson spent the week-end with
Miss Whitehill.
Miss Charlena Russell of West
Somerville, Mass., ls spending a few
days with her aunt and uncle, Mr.
and Mrs. H W. Whitehill. and also
visiting other relatives In this vicin
ity.
lit. Jaime® A Creighton Jr. of
Hamburg, N. Y. was recently a
guest of his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Creighton
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ellis and
son (Richard Jr. of Atlantic. Mass,
.are visiting her parents, Mr. and
Bernard! Libbey.
The postponed meeting of the
Baptist Ladies’ Circle, will be held
Wednesday at 2 p. in. followed by
a busines® meeting at 5 p. m. A
public supper will be served at 6.
Winfred Williams, w'ho has been
a patient at Knox Hospital, re
turned home Priday.
Miss Maxine Mitchell, who Is
employed at the office of the Navy
Department at Bath, spent the
week-end with her mother Mrs.
Kenneth Mitchell on Wajer street.
Members of the Woman’s Aux
iliary of Williams-Brazier Pest, A L.
will hold a rummage sale Wednes
day, Aug. 23, in what was formerly
the Aimes’ store in the Vinal block.
A picnic dinner was enjoyed
Thursday noon in honor of Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Vose on their lawn, at
their home on Hyler street. Those
present were: Mrs. Mertie Grover,
Mrs. Etta Benner, Mrs. Charles
Tuttle and Mary Hurd, Mrs. Lilia
Williams, Mrs. Leona Quinn, two
daughters Maureen and Sharon,
Mrs. Mae Libby, Mrs. Ada Chad
wick, Mrs. Barbara Jack and
daughter Martha, Mrs. Dorothy
Libby and son Reger, Naomi and
William Henderson and Mr. and

Knox Hospital Saturday night for
ar appendectomy.
Miss Janet Henry Is enrolled at
the University of Maine for a three
weeks' Summer course before re
suming her teaching duties at
North Waterford.
Harvey. Richards of Paterson, N.
J. arrived Saturday to visit his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Prank Rich
ards on Main St. Mr. Richards
came by* plane from New Jersey to
Boston. He will join his wife and
daughter who are visiting here.
An urgent call for more workers
in the surgical dressings room Is
made to complete the large quota
that must be finished before Aug.
25. The roems will be open after
noon and evening until the work ls
finished. The local branch has met
all demands before and will meet
this cne with proper support. The
hours are from 4 to 6 in the after
noon and frcm 7 to 9 in the evening.
Malcolm Creighton, who teaches
music at the Conservatory of Music
at Boston, Ls visiting his mother,
Mrs Charles Creighton Jr. on Main
street.
Mr. and Mrs. George Newcombe
and daughter, Miss Helen New
combe have returned' to Brookline,
Mass., after a week's visit with her
sister and brother-in-law. M. and
Mrs. Robert W. WaLsh.
Mrs| Arthur Bucklin is visiting
Mrs Charles Bucklin at Pleasant
Point for a few days.
Misees Pauline Burnham and
Everol Elwell1 are employed at
Perry's Main Street Market in
Rockland.
A. Bruce Peters
Funeral services were held Sun
day at Davis funeral heme on Knox
street for A. Bruce Peters, 57 years,
who died Wednesday at his home
on Wadsw’orth street. He was born
at Warren, the son of Abram and
Emma Peters and had resided in
this town for the last 26 years. He
is survived by his widow, Mrs. Susie
Peters; a daughter. Miss Doris
I. Peters of this town; three sons,
Karl I. in the United States Army,
serving overseas; Harcld C., Unit
ed States Naval Reserve, now sta
tioned at the Great Lakes Station
and Alfred B. of Thomaston; a
sister Mrs. Inez Grant of Rockland
and several nieces and nephews.
Dr. H. W. Flagg, pastor of the
Thcmaston Baptist Church offleiat-

Strand Theatre, Friday and Saturday

Annie I. Rokes

Mrs. Annie Isabel Rokes died in
this town, Aug. 15, after an illness
of several years. Mrs. Rokeh was
bom in Tenant’s Harbor, Oct. 25,
1868, and was the daughter of Alvin
T. and Margretta (Keene) Oxton.
While she was still an Infant, her
parents moved to the well known
Oxton place on the Bog road in
Rockland. Here she spent her
children and! early youth, attending
the Rockland schools.
In 1880 she was married to
Charlie O. Rokes and the young
couple moved to Morse's Comer,
which continued to be her home
until 1943, when the place was sold.
Her husband died! about 10 years
< r
,
ago.

Mrs. Rokes is survived by two
sons, Arthur of Rockland, and Law
rence B. of Oamden; one daughter,
Mrs. Marion Anderson of Thomas
ton; nine grandchildren and two
great-grandchildren.
Her funeral was held Thursday
at the Davis funeral home.
Mrs. Rokes was a member of the
W.C.T.U., and the Thomaston
Garden Club. Shq attended the
Baptist Church and was a strong,
consistent believer in the Christian
faith. Years ago. when in good
health, she was an enthusiastic
dahlia grower, and her garden® at
Morse’s Comer were much admired.
Mrs. Rokes was an upright woman,
a kind mother and a good neighbor,
and was much respected and liked.

Social Matters
The Charity Club met for lunch

eon at the Copper Kettle Thursday.
Diane McAuliffe celebrated her
ninth birthday recently at her
home on Fulton street. Games
were played
and refreshments
served. Guests were Charleen Mc
Auliffe, Yvonne Sullivan, Janice
Hutchinson, Barbara MacBrine,
Marie Halstead, Nancy MacBrine,
Maxine Regers, Judy Staples, Polly
Igo and Bessie Staples.
The Rug Club was entertained
Priday at the Summer Home of Mr*.
Rodney Weeks at Ash Point.

Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Russell, Mrs.
Robert P. Russell and daughter
Gretchen of Rockland, and Mrs.
Alvin S. Morse of Auburndale,
Mass., are spending the week at the
Robert McKinley cottage at Craw
ford Lake.
Miss Margaret Crockett and Mrs.
Henrietta Moulaison of the Court
House staff, accompanied by Mrs,
Moulaison’s sister, Mrs. Lois Pemald, were on an excursion on the
Freddie B.. to Swan’s Island Sunday
enjoying a lobster dinner at the
Trask House.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Worces
ter of Ingraham's Hill, had as week
end guests their niece, Ruth Cuvie,
Y. 3c., ofWashington D. C., nephew,
Caswell J. Kelley, 1st Class Radio

Mate of Oceanside, Oaltf.. Mr. and
Mrs. Roes Kelley, Irma, Linwood,
Kelley of Bath, and Mrs. Edyard
Bevey and eon Ralph, of Biddeford
Pool.

Margaret O’Brien and Robert Young in “The Cantcrville Ghost.’1

Hi-Lite s
L£T’{
'Dance"

Mr. and Mrs. Edward T. Pertsch,
daughter, Lorraine A., and son Ed
ward A., of Dorchester, Mass., are
spending their vacation at Ingra
ham’s Hill, Owl’s (Head. They are
entertaining SSgt. William Love and
his wife Audrey, of Corona, Long
Island, N. Y. Bgt. Love is on furough after spending 22 months in
the South Pacific.
Mr. and Mrs. All»n OB. Borgerson,
Mrs. Annie Farrell, Miss Virginia
Farrell, Mr. and Mrs. David Mann.
Mr. and Mrs. Courteney Poster, Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Fredette, Mrs. Ethel
Whalen and Mrs. Effie Dyer, of
Owl’s Head, were tn China Sunday
to attend the wedding of Corp. Wil
liam A. Foster of Owl’s Head, who is
stationed at Eglin Field, Fla., and
Miss Eleanor Bailey of China.

•
Mrs. C. F. Simmons, entertained
the Dorcas Club Yesterday after
noon.

Donald E. Merriam returned yes
terday from Middlebury College,
Middlebury, Vermont, where he has
been attending the French Summer
School.
Herman M. Hart, of the First
National Bank staff, ls on vacation.

ELlTA.
AAOMOOftAMS 6ClMTlLL«nw6
STAR, SKY ROC KETS To \hEW
SEEN iM LAOY
HEIGHTS IM HER ^ECOMD
let’s oaMce.:
Picture ----- she 14
E6TIMAT€S KE
A POUR-WAY MEOAL WIMMER IN
HA4 4MOKEO
ice Skating, ballet damciwg.
80.000 CIGARS.
Ballroom damomg amD

William L. Pullen of Newton,
Mass, and sister. Mrs. Gordon L.
Ryder of Springfield. Mass., have
be?n guests for a few days at Hotel
Rockland. Mr. Pullen, who was a
reident of Union 18 years is an
attorney at law and has practiced
in Boston for 39 years, his location
there toeing 73 Tremont street. He
graduated from Kents Hill Seminary
in 1897, attended Harvard CoHege
and received his degree at Boston
University In 1906. He ia president
r.f the Kents Hill board of trustees.

Camp Tanglewood

Final Week Opened With A
Pageant And Water
Exhibit Sunday
A pageant and water exhibit, at
tended by nearly 400 parents and
friends, marked the opening of the
final week of Camp Tanglewood
at Lincolnville.
Miss Evelyn Poster, University of
Maine undergraduate, and a 1944
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Red Cross trained swimming in

structor, and Miss Janette Stephen
son, senior at Nursery Training
school of Boston, and a former
swimming assistant, were in charge
of the exhibit.
A partial list of those participat
ing in Sunday's events is as follows:
Flower
formations,
Priscilla
Hayes, Gennette MacNair, Lois
Marie Cook, Mary Wray, Joan Ross,
Barbara Morrill, Roberta (Emery,
Lora Moulton, Eleanor Thompson,
Betty Ann Mayo, Janet Packard.
Kay Poland.
Snowllake formation and T. C.
formation: PTiscilla Hayes, Lois
Marie Cook, Mary Wray, Joan Ross,
Barbara Morrill, Roberta Emery,
Lora Moulton, Eleanor Thompson,
Betty ;Ann Mayo, Janet Packard,
Kay Poland.
Waltz Crawl: Lora Moulton,
Nancy Huggard, Joan Ross, Pris
cilla Hayes, Betty Ann Mayo, Elea
nor Thompson, Barbara Seidl,
Janet Packard.
Side stroke demonstration: Jacky
Dodge, Marie Pettigrew, Patricia
Arey, Barbara Morrill, Charlene
Fraser, Mary Jane Cromwell, Helen
Perley, Frances Ross, Marianne
Cooper and Eva Tuck.
Crawl demonstration: Lora Moul
ton, Nancy Huggard, Joan Ross,
Priscilla Hayes, Betty Crosby, Sally
Jane Ladd, Elizabeth Cottle and
Emma Brooks.
Breast stroke demonstration: Lois
Marie Cook, Katherine Cook, Nancy
Huggard, Mary Wray, Betty Ann
Mayo, Eleanor Thompson, Joan
Ross. Janet Packard, Margaret
Cook and Cynthia Jenness.
Elementary back demonstration:
Roberta Emery, Elaine Brown,
Nancy Brewster, Ann Wells and
Lillian Sargent.

Richard Vannah was a tonsil pati
ent the past week at Miles Memorial
Hospital in Damariscotta.
Mrs. Blanche Dodge entertained
Sunday at the home of Owen Wins
low in honor of Mrs. Frank Shef
field's birthday. Others present were
Mrs. Milton Ware and two daugh
ters of Worcester, Mass., Grace
Prindale of Portland. Mrs. Minnie
Gross of Gross Neck, Mrs. Viola
Kuhn. Frank Sheffield and Owen
Winslow.
Mrs. William Little and son of

Allston. Mass/ have been visiting

SWAN’S ISLAND

CAMDEN
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid met
last Thursday at the home of Mrs.
ftftftft
Myra Bridges.
arwaa NELLIE AMEB
Roy W. Turner of Worcester,
•
Correspondent
Mass., returned home last Wednes
ftftftft
day after spending ten days at thc
TeL 2340
Trask House.
Mrs. Henry Ure oi Schnectuady,
Loring Dow and Jennie Fuller ac
N. Y. and Miss Velma Morse ol companied by Sadie H. Eugley and
Pittsfield, Maine are visiting their Daniel Yates motored to Warren
parents, Mr and Mrs.’Nelson Morse.
Sunday and called on relatives and
Mrs Nina Sprague is at home for
friends.
a month’s vacation from her duties
Miss Isabel Payson, daughter of
at the Knox Hospital in Rockland.
Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice Payson, is
Mrs. Louise Rowe of Rockland was
on the island last week visiting attending tlie School of Methods at
Ocean Park for two weeks.
relatives and friends.
Mrs. Marie Robinson of Portland Midshipman Maynard L. Norton
ls visiting her mother, Mrs. Rosa of the Maine Maritime Academy
Scott.

spent the week-end at the heme of

Miss Josephine Nelson of Portland
was. guest last week of her grand
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. W Conary
Mrs. Chase Savage and daughter.
Donna returned Saturday to their,
home In Rockland after visiting her

his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Keith
Norton.
SSgt. Douglas Heald, who Ls sta
ticned in Texas, is passing a fur
lough at the home of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmont Heald.
iMss Shirley Cookson, daughter of
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Cookson. is
passing two weeks at the Ocean
Park School of Methods.
Midshipman Thomas McKay of
the Maine Maritime Academy
spent the week-end at thc home of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
McKay. Midshipman Charles Pow
ers was a week-end guest.

parents. Mr. and Mrs. W E Holmes.

Grandly Romantic Team!—The important drama of Russian guerrilla
warfare, “Days of Glory,” introduces to the screen a new romantic couple
in Tamara Toumanova and Gregory Peck. Despite the fact that bath are
experienced and distinguished artists, neither had previously appeared in
film work, and thLs, their first venture in Hollywood is said to have happily
resisted in a grandly romantic teaming, to shed a warm glow over the
RKO Radio drama of sacrifices on the Eastern front. Casey Robinson
produced it.

Camden’s C. Of C.

And How It Helps Keep a
Busy Town In the
Spotlight
“Just IOO years ago. in 1844, the
Camden Marine Railway Company
was incorporated by act of the
Maine legislature," Edith Hary
writes, from the State Library, at
Augusta, where she had happened
to see this and thought it particu
larly interesting this week when
the Camden Shipbuilding and Ma
rine Railway Comppany was receiv
ing the prized Army-Navy “E”
award.
John Tewksbury tells us that the
Camden Marine Railway orwI844
was probably operated on Atlantic
avenue and is related to Camden
Shipbuilding and Marine Railway
Company only by similarity in
name.
'As for history, “Camden Ship”
has been making plenty of it dur
ing tive past three years, ana the
Anmy-Navy “E” is a fitting climax.
This award is greatly prized because
it can only be earned ‘the hard
way'—by outstanding achievement
—and the Chamber of Commerce
points with greatest pride at this
new chapter which Camden Ship
building & Marine Railway Com
pany has added to Camden's his
tory.
,

Dog paddle races: Carolyn Har
riman, Betty Ann Campbell, Gloria
Coombs, Doris Distant Rhoda Rud
man, Nancy Knight, Orelle Keefe,
Marjorie Linscott, Ellen Sargent,
Marianne Cooper and Helen Vattes.
Dive andi crawl demonstration:
Sandra Lee Morine, Jane Johnson
ar.d Jeanne Cleaves.
Dive and sade stroke demonstra
tion: Fleicia Dove, Sybil Miller,
Marjorie Tuck, Sally Huggard. Ann
Marie iDyer, Judith Philbrick.
Nancy Andrews.
,
Dive and dog paddle: Sheila
Reed, Suzanne Wilke, Betty Brock
way and Betty Jean Sexton.
Dog paddle races: Sybi 1 Miller,
Jane Johnson, Jeanne Cleaves, Ann
Marie Dyer, Felicia Dove, Marjorie
Tuck Sandra Lee Morine, Sally
Huggard, Nancy Andrews, Judith
Philbrick, Nancy Seekins, Suzanne
Wilke. Betty Brockway, Rutl/Sandman, Betty Jean Sexton, Shelia
Less Help But More Work
Reed.
The Chamber is assisting the
Game demonstration: Judy Par
sons, Martha Ann Polpisal, Janet Committee lor Economic Develop
ment make its survey of jobs which
Savoy, Judith Wright, Alice Parsons will be availab’e in Camden stores
Grace Ann Butler, Patricia Benner, and construction and' service busi
Ann Nichols, Janice Gordon.
nesses after the war. Already ®7%
of the questionnaires have been re
turned, and among the interesting
proprietors of Owl’s Head Inn Pri facts
shown is the comparison be
day night Alton had the opportunity tween the number of empoyes in
of. hearing his own (transcribed) 1940, before Pearl Harbor, and the
broadcast over WB.Z. but disclaims number employed in 17 Camden
that the voice thus produced sounds stores and service® today. Employed
in 1940, were 91 men. and 16 women,
like his. Be that as lt may many employed
in August, 1944. 52 men,
thousands of listeners listen avidly and 25 women. In other words, beto his unique Priday night broad cause of the manpower shortage,
casts. Sunday iMr. and Mrs. Black only a little over one-half the pre
ington attended the reunion of the war number of employes are hand
ling a greatly increased amount cf
former’s High School class at the work—what with war shortages, in
home of Mrs. Doris Small Pear creased population and rationing.
son. and yesterday they were guests Looks as though it’s up to the rest
of Miss Elizabeth Ogilvie, author of cf us to be as considerate as pos
“High Tide At Nton,’’ the Criehaven sible—and perhaps lend a hand.
Flower Bet ket Visitors
story, at Gay Island, which Miss
They came from Nashua, N. H.
Ogilvie has just bought “Such fried
clams I never ate before,” says the other day to see our flower
baskets—B. E. Warren, publisher,
Alton. The visitors found the Fred
1 A. Deb bens. managing editor
author at work on another bcok of the Nashua Telegraph, Leo B.
Mr. Blackington found material for Dowd, president cf the Nashua
a splendid story which will even Chamber of Commerce, and Ralph
tually appear in the Boston Sunday A. Stearns, Chief of Police. Mr.
Warren, it seems, has been talking
Globe.
about our famous baskets ever
since he drove through Capiden
Atwood Levensaler, who teaches several years ago, and he finally
in the Hotchkiss School at Lakeville, brought the ethers down here to
Conn., is spending part of his vaca see them, and be convinced that
tion at Rockledge Inn, Spruce Head Nashua should do likewise with the
boxes in which at Christmastime
Island.
they place miniature Christmas
trees and decorations
The men, who were entertained
* WEST WALDOBORO

her parents, 'Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Winchenba<ch.
Mr. and Mrs Alton Hall BlackingBelita can be seen at the Park Theatre for three days starting today in
The Wesley Society held its an
to~»
are vacationing ih Rtockland nual fair Wednesday, netting about
“Lady Let’s Dance." Co-feature is “Find The Blackmailer" with Faye
1 End vicinity. While ffueat of the >180- Miss Ruth Geele of Dutch
Emerson and Gerotne Cowan
swuaaaimg .

Strand Theatre, Wednesday and Thursday

here at lunch by the Chamber of
Commerce, were also “shown the
town" by Town Manager Keller,
who tells us that they commented
1 particularly cn the neat, well-kept
appearanec of the houses and lawns.
Our baskets were looking very
fine, thanks to the work of the
members of the Roadside Beautifi
cation Committee of the Garden
Club, and Philemon Pitcher, who is
keeping the flowers well watered
during the heat and drouth. Ini cidentally, hasn’t Nashua given us
a good suggestion for post-war
Christmas street decoration?
In AA.F. Band
Mrs. Evelyn Bailey has passed
along to us an interesting letter
from Chamber member SSgt R. D.
Calderwood, new of the’ 519th AAP
1 Band, with headquarters at Miami
Beach (who has just been spending
a furlough in Camden. Many of
Sgt. Calderwood’s former music stu
dents at Camden High School, and
his friends here will be interested
in his comments on music in high
schools in Florida:
“We are back here at the Beach,
at least temporarily," he writes.
“We traveled well over 2000 miles,
played 93 stage shews, 6 band con
certs. 25 broadcasts, 3 parades and
3 dances.

f Tuesday-Friday

Miss Barbara Koster of Rockland
was guest last week at Mrs. Maud
Bridge®.
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Chisholm
and Tam Jr., of Rockland were
guests recently of her brothlr here.
Dr Milsteln of Southwest Harbor
was called to the island recently by
the sudden illness of Mrs. Ruth II.
Osborne. R. N. She is being cared
for by Miss Rebecca Douglas, R. N.,
who has taken over her work here
until she is able to tend to it.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hart of Bath
and Mrs. Burton Bickmore and
daughter, Rebecca, of Portland are
visiting their old home here.
Rev. Carl F. Hall preached in
Blue Hill last Sunday.
The Methodist pulpit was occu
pied Sunday by its former pastor
Rev. George Baitey of Newton Cen
tre. Mass.
Those registered at the Trask
House Sunday from the excursion
were Robert Webster, Henriessa
Moulaison, A. S. Smalley, A. D.
Smalley, Donald Smalley, Lois
Fernald, Margaret Crockett of
Rockland and Norman Johnson of
Lincolnville Beach, Maine.
Miss Leora Weimar of Indian
apolis, Ind., returned to her home
last week after spending six weeks
in her home here.
Mr .and Mrs. Charles Joyce and
son, Stephen, are visiting on the
mainland.
Mr. and Mrs. George Tainter and
two children of Rcckland were

Mrs. Stanley Butlc
has been the guest
J Mrr,. Ruth Locke.
Hatetoquitit Club w
at its last meeting
Dow for picnic dinner
birthday cake was pre
Retta Cole. Winners
were Mrs. Cole, Mrs

and Mrs. Dow.
Y

—

Mrs. Bentley Glidi
been visiting Mr ai
Clidden in Newcastle^
home.

Mrs. Haaelteen SSi'
Helen D. Perry anti
Bowden, of the local
are attending a spc<
the University of Ma

Miss Norma Bridge
Bridges, Jr., who hav
their aunt. Mrs Auf
Warren, have return
uWs. Harold Caima

ton ma®

been a recer
and Mrs. Frank Hoi
bury street.

Miss Mary Bartlett left Sunday
Tor Bar Harbor after a visit with Mr.

Miss Barbara Dai
of Mr andi Mrs. Sh<
has been a recent s
at Knox Hospital.

and Mrs. Josiah H Hobbs. While
there she will visit Mrs. Oscar
Emery before /returning to Omaha,
Neb.
Miss Joan Greenlaw, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Blanchard Greenlaw,
is attending the School of Methods
at Ocean Park for two weeks.
Mrs. Percy Hopkins and daughter
Doris May, spent a few days in
Portland' recently.
Walter E. Small, Brookline, Mass,
is passing his vacation with friends
in Oamden.
There will be a Naval Recruiter at
the Post Office ewery Thursday for
enlistments by 17-year-old boys or
women ^nto the WAVES.

Paul W. Horeysecl
( Reserve, employed
Chemical* Research
Washington, has reti^
lies following a 10-ds
with his parents,
Frank Horeyseck. R^

H^Rre Personals c
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Visit Lucien K.
second floor, 18 Sc hi
’ Fellows Block, City,
Coats and Cloth Coa
prices.

I

recent guests of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Tainter.
Bert Barkley and Miss Mona
Barkley of Boston, Mass., returned
home Saturday after being guests
of relatives here.
Buv War Bona® and Stamps

TEA
nRANG

Students Built Music Building

FALJ

“I have had a fine opportunity to
Visit the High School instrumental
Music School of thf'South. Their
music program, much to my pleas
ure, is very similar to what I was
trying to establish in Camden, and
was also pleased to realize that with
our limited facilities, we compare
favorably in accomplishment.
“Those whp desire may take
music for full academic credit or
not—just as we were doing at Cam
den. They have a mechanical sen
sitive “stroboscope" (Which shows
the pupil when he is or is not play
ing in tunc. ThLs school is the cul
mination of 29 years of work and
planning cn the part cf the Direc
tor. The school itself has three
full-time faculty members hired by
the city. The organizations earn
money for the purchase of music,
and own two trailer buses.”

Webster Sai

$3- •:

ROCKPORT
Xs XX
XX XX

Xx XX
XX Xx

E. A. OHAMPNEY
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 2220

Ralph H. Wilscn was home frcm
Criehaven over the week-end.
Word has been received cf the
arrival of Don Welt in England.
The Thimble Club will meet Wed
nesday with Mrs. Myra Giles, with
a covered dish dinner at 2 o’clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Boris Goldowsky
and two children of Brookline.
Mass., are at the Luboshutz cottage.
Mis® June Paladino of Newtonville, Mass , is visiting Miss Jean
Oliver.
Mrs. Leoline Hyssong, Mrs. Mil
dred Robarts and Mis® Lillian Wil
son gre spen ring the week at Crie
Neck received a quilt award
Mrs. Fred Merchant of Bath pas haven.
Mr. and Mrs. Delmont Ballard of
sed Wednesday and Thursday with
her mother, Mrs. Lillie Standish.
Westerly, R. I , were recent guests
Mrs. Arnold Standish visited last of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Graffam.
Friday with Grace Cotton of NooleMr. and Mrs. Clarence Richards
boro.
Edward , McGrath. USN cf New and daughters Mary Lou and Helen
York passed the week-end with Mrs. of New’ London, Conn., are visiting
McGrath and daughter at the heme his parents, Capt. and Mrs. Huse
of Mrs. McGrath’s parents, Mr. and Richards.
Mrs. Walter Kaler.
Mrs. Nellie R. Ballard of Sanford
Miss Eleanor Winchenbach is on
spent
the week-end in tcwn.
vacation from her duties at the
Central Maine Power Co. office.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Lehtonen
Mrs. Milton Ware and two daugh and daughter of East Braintree,
ters of Worcester, Mass., is visiting
her mother. Mrs. Blanche Dodge Mas®., are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
J Charles 6. Gardner.
and Gwen Winslow.
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He's the Central Office

Maintenance Man—and a vital
part of good telephone serviee.
He keeps the central olliee equijx-

ment in good working order..

<

“Plew limit your
Mil lo S minultt”

when Lon( Distinct

circuits are crewM.

We cordin

Fur Creations

The speed and accuracy with

and charmin-l

which lie does his job have a great

Today yod
enables us to

deal to do with keeping tele

phone serviee flowing smoothlv
—especially these days when the

wires are needed for war.
q t,

NEW. ENGLAND TELEPHONE

AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

16 SCI
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Social Matters
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Mrs. Stanley Butler of Chicago
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Savitt spent
las been the guest of her mother, last week on a vacation in Old Or
re. Ruth -Locke.
chard Beach.

• Jennie Fuller ac
he II Eugley and
tored to Warren
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“Chic”

dents From Far And Near In Happy Event

is The Word!
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Tues., Wed., Thurs.

WED. and THURS.

Shows

2, 6.40, 8.40

..NEWSWEEK

*4 DANCING,

of the Camden High School band,
and orchestra, met with a great deal
of approval by the listeners Thurs
day evening. Robert Bishop also
favored with a trumpet solo. 'Polka
Lily’’ by Vandercook. They played
two duets, ‘Glorianna" by Barnard
and ‘Rustic Dance” by Howell, ar
rangement by Grooms. Mrs. Berry
was their accompanist.
Mrs. Yeo's presence as soloist was
hailed with enthusiasm as she al
ways is a prime favorite, and her
goup always so varied. It is over all
too soon. For encore, she sang, ' By
the Bend of the River," by Edwards.
Warren is indeed fortunate to have
in its midst as new Baptist Pastor,
an accomplished pianist, as Rev.
Mr. Swetnam is. Rev. Mr. Swetnam
played in addition to the group on
the program a medley of service
songs, ending with a “Prayer for the
Boys Over There,” so suitable to
the program dedicated to Warren's
men and women in the armed for
ces. He also opened the program
with a'word of greeting, and a
short prayer.
Miss Robinson played the piano
solo during the taking of the offer
ing, and was very well received.
Following the concert, the musi
cians were serv.ed fruit and punch
in the vestry by the committee in
charge, a fine gesture and worthy
of the hot night.
Church decorations were of Sum
mer flowers arranged by Mrs Oxton
and consisted of Summer ^flowers,
many fom the gardens of Mrs.
Chester Starrett.
The ushers, Mrs. Alfred Wyllie,
Miss Mary Drewett, Miss Irene
Simmons, and Mrs. Edward Thurs
ton wore evening gowns.

EDWARD M DAVIS
Edward M. Davis, 89, of National
City, Calif., who formerly resided
in Rockland and Spruce Head, and
had many friends ln this locality,
died May 29, after spending 10
weeks in a San Diego hospital. He
survived two operations and was so
well on the way to recovery that
that in a few days he was to return
to his home in National City, when
he died suddenly.
He is survived by his wife Julia
(Cookson) Davis; a daughter, Mrs.
Hazel P. Vernen of National City;
a son, Raymond Davis of Baltimore;
three grandchildren and two great
grandchildren;
a
sister; Mrs.
Sophronia Closson of Placentia,
Calif., and a -brother, Elden W.
Davis of Lcs Angeles, Calif.

William A. Bisbee of New York
is visiting his sister, Mrs. Paul Saw
yer. He is accompanied by Mr and
Mrs. Ray Derman and two children
of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mrs Albert Richardson, who is
spending the Summer at the home
of Mr and Mrs. Arthur B. Rich
ardson, Owl’s Head, left yesterday
for Fort Schuyler, N. Y., to attend
indoctrination ceremonies at which
her husband graduates as an ensign
in the Navy.
Alden Ulmer, Sr., has returned to
his duties at the Burpee Funeral
Home following a two weeks’ vaca
tion.

SNAT/NG TREAT!
...IIIERTY MAGAZINE*

1

This And That

Warren Welcomed Friends And Summer Resi

The thirteenth annual mid Sum
mer concert held Thursday evening
HERBERT L. ULMER
Hatetoqultit Club was entertained
Mrs. Basil IH. Stinson has re
Services for Herbert L. Ulrmer, 82, at the Baptist Church, under the
its last meeting by Mrs. Nellie turned from Augusta, where she
)W for picnic dinner and cards. A was the guest of Mr. and Mrs Rus who died Thursday, were held in the auspices cf the Baptist Church mu
^irthday cake was presented to Mrs. sell A. Carter, formerly of Rockland' Russell Funeral Home Saturday sic committee, proved to be one of
afternoon. Rev. Alfred G. Hemp the outstanding events of the sea
tetta Cole. Winners of high scores
Mr. and Mrs. James Terrio and stead officiating. The bearers were son as usual.
vere Mrs. Cole, Mrs «Cora Smith
daughters Carole and Verna of Capt. John A. Stevens. Robert A.
id Mrs. Dow.
Confined entirely to duet, and
Newton Upper Falls, Mass, have Stevens, James E. Stevens and John solo numbers, talent from neighbor
V
-----Mrs. Bentley Glldden, who has been at a cottage at Waterman's Dean.
ing towns appeared in the nicely
Mr Ulmer was a lifelong resident balanced program,
ten visiting Mr. and Mrs. John Beach for three "weeks’ vacation
and though
Hidden in Newcastle, has returned Miss Cary Tarabelll, also of New of iRockland, son of Samuel and many missed the usual big chorus,
lome.
ton was their guest during the last Roxanna Uliner. He conducted a with its outstanding performances
week. Mrs Terrio, two daughters carriage painting shep at the High of the past years, others rather en
Mrs. Hazelteen Simonson, Mrs. and Miss Tarabelll are continuing lands for a number of years and at joyed the change. Naturally this
lelen O. iPerry and Raymond D their stay at the home of Mrs. Ter- one time was engaged in hcuse shortened the program, but never
Bowden, of the local schools staff, rio’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis painting. Shortly after World War
theless, lt was a musicale cf very
I he was employed by Capt John A.
ire attending a special session at M. Simmons, South Thomaston.
good
length in spite of this.
Stevens painting automobiles. His
the University of Maine.
Much
appreciation is felt for the
There will be flower arrangements wife, the former Jennie Libby, died out of town musicians, as Miss
Mtss Norma Bridge and Frank C. on display at the meeting of the several years ago. There are no
Marjorie Sutter, the harpist frem
ridges, Jr., who have been visiting Garden Club to be held today at near relatives surviving.
the Summer Harp Colony cf Amer
heir aunt. Mrs Augusta Moon In Mrs. William Talbot's. If any
ica,
Camden, presented through
Wa rren, have returned home.
A most successful supper, with en
member desires to make an ar
the
courtesy
of Carlos Salzedo who
rangement. 6he is asked to call tertainment, was held Thursday with his wife, Marjorie Call Sa’zedo
Harold Carman of Farming- Mrs. H. L. Jackson. Tel. 1248.
night in St. Bernard’s Church base
Iton ^ias been a recent guest of Mr
ment hall, about 403 persons attend ls director of the Colony; Frank
and Mrs. Frank Horeyseck, AmesMrs. David Peterson of Willow ing. Mrs. John S. Ranlett was gen Young of Owl's Head, master of
I bury street.
•
street is a patient at Knox Hospital. eral chairman and had the assist the trumpet, who each succeeding
ance of Mrs. Ray Foley, Mrs. Donald year has presented one of his pupils
Miss Barbara Daniels, daughter
Hoyt G. Thompson of Niagara Perry. Mrs. David McCarty, Mrs in solo and with him in a duet;
jof Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Daniels, Falls, son of Mr. and Mrs. James G. Grover Knight, Mrs. Edwad Ingra and Mrs. Helen Thompson Yeo of
Ihas been a recent surgical patient Thompson of Masonic street, and ham, Mrs George Phillips, Mrs. Ag Aliston, Mass., teacher and soprano
at Knox Hospital.
Miss Helen M. Few, also of Niagara nes Glendenning, Mrs. Leroy Rogers soloist. Appeciated too is the first
appearance of Rev. Hubert Swet
Falls, N. Y., were married in the Ep
Paul W. Horeyseck, U. 6. Naval iphany Episcopal Church of that Mrs. Clara Calderwood. Mrs. Thom nam. new pastor of the Baptisl
as
Fleming,
Mrs.
Merle
Mills,
Mrs.
teserve, employed in the Naval
city Saturday. They are now at the Daniel Gatti, Thomas Anastasio Church, an accomplished pianist
?hemicaf Research Laboratory In
home cf the parents of the bride and J. Donald Coughlin.1' Prizes who played a group of selections
Washington, has returned to his du
groom for a stay of several days awarded fcr good work In connec Also Mrs. Faith Berry of Rockland
ties following a 10-days’ leave spent
James G. Thompson attended the tion with the subscription folders and Miss Verna Robinson of this
rith his parents, Mr. and Mrs,
wedding, arriving home a few hours were as follows: Miss Florina Fer- town, as accompanists, and Miss
•'rank Horeyseck, Rockland.
after the bridal couple reached rerro, $50 War Bond; Lawrence Robinson as piano soloist, faithfully
Rockland.
Mills. $25 War Bond; Miss Maureen appearing on this program each
Personals on Page Six)
Burns, $15 in War Stamps; Mrs. year.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter A. Fickett Leonise Delano, $10 in War Stamps;
The presence of Chester O. Wyl
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son's
and niece. Miss Ruth Conant, who and Mrs. Helena Herrick, $10 in lie who has made an event of the
cond floor, 18 School street. Odd
lows Block, City, for Furs, Fur have been visiting Mrs. Ficketts par War Stamps. Motion pictures were August concert promoting the af
its and Cloth Coats at moderate ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Conant, shown including The Life of Father fair for the past thirteen years until
for the past ten days, have returned Damien and the Coronation of Pope it has practically become a tradi
rices,
»tf
tion of the Summer here in Warren,
to their home ln Quincy, Mass.
Pius, XII.
was greatly missed Thursday even
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Conant are
Mrs. Louise Rowe has returned ing for he is a patient at the Mass
spending a week's vacation at a home following a visit with friends achusetts General Hospital in Bos
cottage on Long Pond in Naples, In Swan's Island.
48
ton, Mass. Though in poor health
Maine.
46
lie had taken active interest in the
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Robbins concert this year, and helped the
Mrs. William A. Lewis who has
were in Belfast Sunday where they music committee, Mrs. Leroy Nor
been spending the past two months visited Mrs. Robbins’ aunt, Mrs. Ab
wood and Mrs. Jefferson Kimball
at The Thorndike Hotel, while her bie Wood, whom she had not seen greatly in details of the concert.
husband was stationed at the Na fcr years.
Miss Sutter’s pleasing personality
.ip
val Air Station goes Thursday to
and
her talent and ability in pre
■If wt'4**
her home 670 Bishop Ave., Bridge
Arthur »B. Richardson of New sentation of the harp numbers,
port, Conn. There she will have as York is at his Summer heme, Sun completely won over the capacity
guest
Mrs. Eugene Roddy
of ny Acres, Owl’s Head, until after audience. Thursday evening. She
Charleston, S. C.
Labor Day.
b<
favored with two groups, and played
for encore “Night Breeze,” one ol
Lucille E. Durette, S. K. 3c. WAVE the 15 short stories composed for the
of Waterville, who is stationed at harp, by Carlos Salzedo, several
the Frontier Base in East Boston, others of which were included in
was the guest of Dr. and Mrs. Dana the two groups.’ It is surely a real
S. Newmaij Sunday and Monday. privilege to be favored with such
Miss Durette was formerly employed talent, and Mr. Salzedo’s interest in
as bookkeeper for the Prudential the Warren program each year for
Life Insurance (Company in Rock the past four years, has added
FALL AND WINTER MODEL, 1944
land.
greatly to it.
Webster Says: Chic—an air of great excellence—
The selections played on the
trumpet by Mr. Young and his pupil
good form—style
Robert Bishop of Camden member
ROCKLAND

nson, daughter of

jlaval Recruiter at
|ei*y Thursday for
i-year-old boys or
| WAVES.

This Is the season when our
Summer visitors arrive and it
will be a great favor to The
Courier -Gazette to have them
reported as promptly as pos
sible. Guests like to have friends
know they are here. Phone,
write or bring 'em—we want
those Items.

7M
PERMANENT
The Honey
of The ke!”..

*

Page Seven

FLATTERY

LOUtllA PARSONS

Educational Cbb

Heard Able Speakers

Political Speakers Heard At Hospital Folks Have A Re
Friday’s Picnic Gathering
gional Conference At The
In Rockport
Copper Kettle

The Womens Educational Club A regional conference of hospital
met Friday at the home of Miss officials and* physicians was held
Marlon Wiedman, Rockport for Monday at the Copper Kettle. Fol
another outstanding event of the lowing dinner the meeting was
By K. a. r.
season.
called to order by Ralph L. Wiggin,
James B. Perkins of Boothbay president cf Knox Hospital, and
Harbor gave a fine address, his sub
How true it ls that com wrapped in ject1, “Bill of Rights.” The very Joseph Emery, Sr , was elected sec
its bright green mantle and crowned essence of our liberty had Its retary' pro tern.
The first speaker of the evening
with a head-piece of silk is the gen foundation firmly fixed by our Pil
eral choice of every American for grim forefathers. But 72 years was Dr. F. T. Hill ofl Waterville,
best diet about this season of the elapsed before they were able to whose subject was “Problem of
year. Pray do not overcook this de claim their precious liberties with Trained Attendants, Affiliation ot
Hospitals having Training Schools
licious fcod. Drop the ears into boil diginity.
ing water well seasoned with salt
They recognized the individual and their Method, and Using Clini
and a bit of sugar to bring out the liberty designed for this purpose cal Facilities of the Latter." Dr.
flavor of the com and cook not “All over the world forces are at Hill was followed byi Harry O. Page,
more than seven minutes boiling. work to destroy this most precious state commissioner of Health and
Serve at once with ftl the butter possession of man". For creature Welfare, whose subject was. “Hos
cannot be greater than its Creator. pitals and the Rehabilitation Pro
conscience will allow.
B • • 9
• Today our young men and young gram.” The final speaker was Dr.
Nobody needs to be told that to women have left their homeland to Herbert Kobes, superintendent of
day's meat is tough, but who would preserve liberty and dispel false health and welfare, whose subject
was “Problems of State Aid Pa
ever guess it is going to get tougher? ideals.
tients.”
Thanks
to
our
forefathers
for
the
The military requires one-third
The conference was fortunate
pattern
of
a
true
ideal
of
liberty;
of all the two top grades and these
in
having this program, as the sub
one
that
ls
disciplined
and
self
re

best grade supplies are on the de
jects
were very, ably handled by the
strained.
Indifference
ls
dangerous
crease. Thirty per cent fewer cat
tle have gone to the feed lots this Rights must continually be asserted. respective speakers and the open
year to gain the plump look that To build and strengthen is our forum which followed' each topic,
makes high-grade beef for Sunday solemn duty. We must dedicate brought forth a lively and interest
dinner. Even corn-fed cattle aren't ourselves 'to preserve these sacred ing discussion, which proved valu
rights for which our sons are fight able and helpful. The conference
being so well fattened as usual be
ing lest they return to find the closed with remarks by Mr. Wiggin.
cause of the limited feed supply. structure a crumbling ruin for
Those present were: Dr. F. T. Hill
Grass-fed cattle, that's what will
which they have made so noble a of Waterville; Harry O. Page and
be coming to market from now into sacrifice.
Dr. Herbert Kobes of Augusta;
late fall, and in heavy volume.
Prof. Greene of Colby spoke on Lynwood B. Thompson, W. A. Cobb,
The cattle-calf population is dan “Maine Art.” He described Maine
gerously high considering the feed with Its unique "Down East” atmos F. C. Wentworth, and Harriet J.
situation It is estimated that per phere. A very fertile spot for In Blanch, Belfast; Louette MacLeod,
Ruth T. Simonds. Dr. C. Harold
haps 7,OOO.COO more cattle and calves spirational art.
Jameson, Dr. Howard Apollonio and
will be slaughtered this year than
‘'Regionalism has a special place Elmer E. Joyce, Camden; Ralph L.
last, and much of the increase will in art.” Rembrandt is an example
be coming now—after the stock has of this for his pictures are typically Wiggin, Leola T. Wiggin, Charles H.
Berry, Leforest A. /Thurston, Alan
summered in pasture. Grass fed Dutch.
L. Bird, Dr. iNcil A. Fcgg, Joseph
means leaner meat, consequently
What is this quality which makes
Emery, Sr., and Kathleen 6 Fuller,
less tender.
up this ‘'Down East ness?’’ “I think
Rockland.
• • * •
it is a certain remoteness which
Plenty of beef ls good news. other regions of our country have
Plenty tough isn't such a cheerful failed to preserve, due most to immi to sleep in this way.
David Staples spoke on the “High
earful—but one can pot roast and gration! In our industrial areas
lights
of the Democratic Conven
braise these less tender cuts, and there is a continuous influx of
tion.
”
Mr. Staples was accompanied
grind them for meat loaves and people from other places, hence a
by
his
niece, a charming young
meat balls and casserclls.
You mixture of ideals and modes ol
lady,
who
was <the youngest dele
living.
know the tricks.
gate
at
the
convention. It was she
• • • •
Here you have preserved the
who
made
the attractive emblems
The work being done at the essence of Americanism, and the
for
delegates.
These were pine
Samoset Red Cross surgical dress very quintessence of power that cones with a cluster of pine needles.
ings Is of the greatest help in Alling produced it. The rugged landscape
Mr. Staples described the vastness
the Knox County quota. Everyone in all Its magnificent beauty is a of huge hail in Chicago which
quality seen in its people.
is thankful for every bit of help.
Prof. Greene mentioned famous seated 36,000 people, plus those
• • • •
jammed in the aisles, "Maine was
The United States will never sub Maine artists Windsor Homer, very much in the limelight.”
mit to a hermit-like isolationism, Andrew Wyeth, Marston Hartley,
A laugh-getter was a group of
and Americans of today are fully Waldo Pierce, Jonathan Fisher.
women
dressed like circus clowns
Mrs. McCullagh read several very
awakened to the need of wise and
and
waving
small parasols with
far-reaching care and thought in lovely original poems.
placards.
"We
don’t want Dewey do
Mrs. Marshall spoke of the new
dealing with peace terms.
we?
”
He
speke
of the Trumandevelopment intemperance program.
• • • •
Wallace
ballot.
Maine
was the first
The guitar derives its name from From the finding of Harvard Sum to change its ballot. The speaker
the Greek word "kithara.” It is a mer school session developed the felt that the democratic platform
lute shaped instrument which can idea that an alcoholic addict is a was a fine set up. "The Negro vote
be traced back to the time of Per sick person and does not need could be handled better by the vari
icles. You may not know it but prison any more than any other ous States—no set rules could! ba
music schools
are establishing patient who is ill. “Neither give laid down.
him scorn for he is in the clutch of
courses in the study of this delight
He spoke of the speech of Clair
a habit forming drug that ever calls
ful music and giving a classical
Luce
and the G. I. Jim and G. I.
for more of itself.” He has both a
guitarist training.
Joe
allegory.
"It is said her friend
sick soul and a sick body.
• * * •
Dorothy
Thompson
burst into tears
Dr. Sisco gave a very timely and
The very best year-round climate
upon hearing this speech. Elisabeth
is a warm heart and a cool head. helpful talk on some simple health May Craig was tom between
rules to follow in these strenuous
Keep this in mind for your comfort
friendship and decency ln her press
war
time days. She spoke of the
and pleasure.
olgaret habit which women indulge column.”
• • • •
Whatever political change takes
The crowning glory has ccme back into the detriment of body. “And place let us be sure that no man,
bhey certainly make a worse mess of
And lovely hair, no Jadv’s lack;
‘Tis fluffy and set with waves so it than men. Give up the habit.” or group of men, ln the future can
neat
"Nervousness 4s cne of the chief start a conflagration which will take
so much blood to extinguish.
One really gets a jolly treat
causes of deafness," she said.
E. B. G.
And oh. the'girls do look sc sweet
We were urged to take advantage
And woman’s costume is complete
With hairdoes just the proper style of preventive medicine by check-up
AN OBSERVANT WOMAN
I hope ‘twill last a long, long while. and early consultation of a physi
Another
of those solicitous ladies
K. S. F.
cian ln any disturbance of the hear
• • • •
ing and other sense functions. We was strolling down a street and
In her talk to Colby youth, re
came upon a man with a wooden
cently, Prof. Marjorie Nicolson of live at a rapid tempo in these war leg. She stopped and clucked
Columbia University discussed the time days. Sleepless nights are
contrasting characters of Hotspur very common and sap our vitality. sympathetically.
“You poor man,” she said, “you’ve
and Falstaff, in Shakespeare’s play, A glass of milk will often produce
anti the argument put up by the sleep. Then the stomach has some lost your leg.”
prince (who did not wish to go to
“Well, I'll be damned,” the man
war) that he did not ask to be thing in it with which to carry on said, looking down, "so I have.”—
the
gnawing
sensation
leaves,
the
a prince. The issue still debatable
by youth, is whether a person has nerves relax and one is often lulled Belvoir Castle.
a debt to pav which he has not
himself promised. Prof. Nicolson
applied the problem to those, who
have gone to college .since they
have brain and ability to receive
superior training—a privilege for
which, it is suggested, they owe to
THURSO AYS. 10 A. M. to 5 P. M.
siciety an honest obligation.
• • • *
And Obtain Help With
The town of Bar Harbor has a
new industry and what is it? A toy
Your Canning Problems
manufacturing company. What is
its chief resolve? It is to rescue a
SEE latest canning meth
number of skilled workmen who are
experts In woodwork, from poverty.
ods and materials; obtain
There once was a fine industry in
new literature and answers
this Hne until the war put the ki
bosh on exports Already this in
to canning questions.
dustry is able to turn out 50000 to
70000 of the tovs per year and the
best shops in New York and Boston
are anxious to handle them as
IN OUR
others will be when it’s better
ROCKLAND STORE
Known how excellent is the work.
• • • •
456 MAIN ST.
What wonderful progress scient
ists have made since this war set
© REDDY KILOWATT
the world to thinking. Possibly thev
Your Electric Servant
now be able to cra«h through
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Chas. Laughton,

Margaret O’Brien

M-G-M’s LAUGH HU

cf

call to 5 minutes"

cuits are crowded.

FRI. and SAT.

PLUS SECOND AT TRACTION

Please limit your

en Long Distance

?
>

Be lovelier, more,vibrant,
more

our

with

new cold permanent wave.
No

We cordially invite you to see the Very Newest in Quality
Fur Creations at our School Street Shop They are truly chic
and charming.

alluring

heat

applied.

Does

away with dry, brittle hair

. . . gives life and luster.

Today you must buy wisely and our forty years experience
enables us to give you honest value and advice.

with some non-fattening content
which may protect the human figure

$10 and $1S

We Advise An Early Inspection

and let the women keep the slim at
tractive lines the world loves.

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
16 SCHOOL STREET,
. » - w it « ROCKLAND,‘ ME.•

^Today—Eddie Cantor

“SHOW BUSINESS’’
cun-icw

Salon

PURRIEES

■ ' I

————

IE COWAN - FAYE EMERSON - GENE LOCKWT
I to 0. Roa lederman

Gflbe~*s Beauty

IM

y
PHONE 142
375 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
45Ttf

:

•
•
The Crusaders who fought to re
deem the Holy Land and raise the
Cross in Jerusalem were engaged in
a sacred task—Civilization is now
engaged in a far greater, more log
ical and more righteous crusade. It
fights, to be sure, for its own life.
.But it fights no less for its Ideals.—
Hartford (Conn) Advocate
4

CANNING TIME
Eleanor-Mary Dougherty, Home Service Advisor
HOME SERVICE

CEI

IHE

nr?AI»TMENT
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Lobster Expansion

Oldtime Pupils

List Of Those Who Attended New Research Program Calls
For An Expenditure
E. Thomaston School 100
Years Ago
Of $100,000
The boys an-1 girls of Rockland
(pardon us. East Thomaston i were
going to school 100 years ago. just
as they are today—minus transpor
tation facilities, and fewer teachers
and fewer studies. The CourierOazette is indebted to Mrs. Howard
B. Waite for the following list of
pupils, many of whom will be re-

“Killed In Action”

A review from The Courier-Oasette of happenings which interested
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1918.

Expansion of lobster rearing fa
cilities and a research project de
signed to increase the numbers of
Two new safety (one man) cars
Attleboro, Mass , July—, Guy E
other crustaceans, bivalves and lood
fishes were included in a program were added to the equipment of the Small, formerly of Rockport, and
designed to provide employment lor Rockland, Thomas 'on
Camden Laura M. Gruff of Attleboro.
Maine people in the reconversion Street Railway.
Portland, July' 28, Harold L. Ma
period that will follow the war
Norris
S.
Stevens,
pianist
at
Park
son
and Anna M. Dyer, formerly
which has been presented to the
of
Rockland.
Theatre,
passed
the
3tate
Bai
ex

! Maine Development Commission by
ptembered by the older readers of Harry B O'Brien. Director of Post
amination.
Warren, July’ 8, John F. McNeil
this paper:
war Planning.
Tiie Thorndike Ar Hix canning and Lucretia E. Brazier, both of
Margaret D. Ames, Helen Aimes,
Designed to increase the revenue
Ruth M Atwood, Abigail S Burns, Maine commercial fishermen receive fac ory on Wharf street was de Thomaston.
Camden, July 25, Maynard A
Lucinda S Burns, Nancy J. P. for their labors, the program would stroyed by fire witn ’ts contents
Burns. Drucilla D. Bums. Sarah call for the expenditure of $100,000 Lots $2500.
Murray and Elizabeth A. Thomp
Burns, IFrancia Clapp. |Eveline and would, it is believed, greatly
Byron Milliken and W. A. Stanley son of Lincolnville.
Crockett, iLydla A. Coombs, Eliza benefit the 50.000 persons engaged
exchanged gproperties on Sprin
Cambridge, Mass., June 30, Wes
W. Crockett, Delicla Crockett, Julia in the industry.
street
the
latter
getting
the
Milli
ton
A. Gray of Rockland and Edith
A Crockett. Dora Crockett, Ellen S.
The fund would be divided about
Crockett, Rosllla Clark, Christinia equally—one half going toward the ken Hotel.
6 Johnson of Somerville, Mass.
Cowin, Mary E. Case.
construction of a new lobster rear
Union, Aug. 6, Helard M. Lin
William S. Hdhley bought the
(Lucy J. Dunning, Sarah E. Dun ing station in the western part of
scott
and Myrtle V. Woodward, both
ning. Mary A. Drew, Mary A Done- the state and the rest toward the residence at 323 Broadway.
van, Joanna Donevan, Mary Etta research project. Funds have al
Capt. Bradford A Emery, 79, died of Washington.
Dearborn. Mary W. Flint, Mary J. ready been allocated for a new lob at Owl’s Head.
iRockland, Aug. 4, Arthur L. An
Farnsworth, {Lucy C. Farnsworth, ster rearing station at Lamoine
drews and Nellie L. Mullen, both of
Mrs.
Hermon
E.
Tibbetts.
57,
died
Margaret A. Hatch, Albina Hunt, which will be built as soon as mat
Glen Cove.
at her heme on Orace street.
Lillian Ham, Lucy A. Herrick, Sarah erials
are available so that if the
Thcmaston, July 30, Frank L.
A T Ham, Anna A. Hunt, Eliza
Mirs. Wealthy Clark, 96, died at
beth Ham, Mary |E Howard, Emily proposed station in Western Maine her home on Washington street.
Clark and Ethel G. Mills, both of
G Harrington, Eliza Ingraham, Ls built the State will own three
Rockland
units
—
one
is
already
in
operation
“
Somewhere
In
America
”
was
Emily M Johnson.
at
Boothbay
Harbor
—
capable
of
Rockland. July 26. Oliver <H. Wig
presented
in
Park
Theatre
by
ama
Luella Seating, Helen T. Keat
ing, Clarissa E. > (Lindsey, Helen rearing about 6,000.000 fourth-stage teurs. Dorothy Blethen headed tlie gin and Genevieve M. Gamage.
Libby, Caroline A. Lowell. Ann lobsters annually.
. Rockland, July 28, William J. Lin
Lobster rearing is comparatively cast.
Meservey, Orla A.
Meservey,
The Samoset ball team defeated den of Warren and Sarah E. Lar
Emily Meservey, Eveline Mor new and the station now operating
rill,, Mary J. Mitchell, Ann C. at Boothbay Harbor is the largest Rockland 6 to 5. with Louraine in rabee of Rockland.
Newport News, Va., June 28,
Masters, Octavia Masters, Alvina O. and most efficient ever constructed. the box for the winning team. He
Masters, Penelope Morse, Julia A. Lobster fishermen are convinced was celebrating his 15th anmver Theodore Stinson of Rockport ar.d
Miller, Emeline Norton, Martha that it is producing excellent results. sary as a pitcher.
Helen I Marable of Newport News,
Tills year they are finding in their
Norton. Marcia Neal
Rockland, Aug. 12, James W
traps
more
lobsters
just
under
legal
John C. Gregory sold his double
Abigail Pillsbury, Mary K. Pills
length
then
they
have
seen
in
a
gen

bury, Anna A. Pillsbury, Statira
tenement on Pacific and Marine Overlock and Mrs. Catherine Swift
Pillsbury, Helen M. Pillsbury, Clar eration. The size of these lobsters streets to Frank Joost.
George E Allen was elected presi
inda M. Pease. Helen S Pierce, Imo coincides with the plantings that
dent
of the Mt. Battle Association
Steamer
Monhegan
was
sold
by
gene IPierce, Aretta Penniman, have been made from rearing oper
hn
Camden.
J. H. Ogier was secre
ations.
It
takes
about
five
years
for
the
Eastern
Steamship
Lines,
Inc.
Susan |M. Read, Angeline M Read,
a lobster to attain legal length. The to Oeorge J. Kelley of Pawtucket, tary and treasurer.
Phllena Robbins.
Lucy Sherman. Elizabeth A. station has been in full scale oper R. I.
Harvey, 2 >4-year-old son of Z. C
Sherman,, Victorine Spaulding, ation, just short of that time. Every
Gurney
of East S^nnebec had one
The
!H.
H.
Flint
house
on
Park
Harriett A. Spear, Fannie M Snow, other year the female lobster pro
cf
his
hands
bad’y burned and lac
street
was
damaged
by
fire.
duces
from
3.000
to
5,000
eggs
but
Ellen E. Sanborn, Eliza J. Smart,
Olive O. Stone , Mary J. Stone, under natural conditions only a
Edward S. May returned from eraled when he caught it in. the
Luetta |A. Smith, Henrietta Stone. few—some authorities say less than France and resumed his position rope of a hay fork
Hannah {B
Shepherd,
Nancy a half dozen live to become mature
William H. Robeson 70, died in
at the Postoflice.
Sprague, J. E. Siers, Jane Siers, crustaceans.
The Georges Valley Railroad was Curbing.
When the eggs finally hatch they
Emmereitta Spear, Eliza H Stone,
Delmora Spaulding, Hannah F. rise to the surface as small—almost re-organized with the Knox Rail
John A. Broberg was fi’ally in
Snowdeal.
microscopic—organisms and. being road
Company with
Garrett jured in the Leopold quarry at
Nancy M. Thorndike, Eliza F. virtually helpless, are at the mercy
Vinalhaven when a rock from «.
Thorndike, Angeline A Thorndike, of the tides and the waves. Many Schenck, Jr. as president.
olast fell upon him.
Joseph
Walker,
long-time
em

Hannah M. Thorndike, Sarah S. of them are washed ashore where
Tarr, Ann M. Thurlow, Sarah L. they perish Thousands are eaten ploye of the Rockland (& Rockport
Jesse Wentworth bought the P
Thurlow, Mary Ulmer, Augusta Ul by fish. Being cannibals, they even Lime Company, died at the age of B Cooper house in Rockport.
mer. Helen M. Ulmer, Caroline Ul eat their own kind. Only a few es
Woodcock - Cassie - Coombs Post,
mer, Margaret JVerrilL Manda Welch cape to reach what is called the 72.
A.
L„ was awaiting, its charter at
Winston
Churchill,
who
was
Sum

Melissa A. Welch, Matilda Went fourth stage of their existence. At
worth, Arabella Wentworth, Julia A. that time thev are between a quar mering at Dark Harbor, was in Vinalhaven. N. Cook Shqjes was
Wheeler, Mary J. Wilkinson. Syl ter and a half inch long and. in ap Rockland, enroute for Boston.
commander.
vania A. Welch.
pearance. are like adult lobsters.
L. R. (Dunn was appointed keeper
Ground; was broken at the comer
A list of the Winter pupils will For the first time they are able to
appear next issue.
sink below the surface and find of Claremont and Masonic streets of the White Head Coast Guard
places to elude their enemies.
far an e^ht-room bungalow for Station.
In
artificial
proDagatlon,
the
egg

Miss
Angie S. Graves.
George Pendleton, a long-time
Contract Bridge
bearing female lobsters are bought
Edith
A.
Smith
bought
the
resi

supporter
of the Baptist Church,
by the state from fishermen who
dence
of
the
late
Oscar
G.
Bums
on
died
in
Warren.
find them in their traps. They are
" Second In A Series Of Timely kept
Fish were selling at $1.50 pel
in pounds until their eggs are Middle street.
tc hatch when they are taken
Miss ‘Martha Bartlett entered hundred weight at Criehaven
Discussions Submitted By ready
into the rearing station. There the upon her duties as librarian at the
Nathaniel Overlock, 92, died in
A Student
baby lobsters stav in swirling wa
Public
(Library.
Razorville.
ter to make it difficult for them to
Stephen F. OBrien died at his
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
practice cannibalism—and in 15 or
A few issues ago, it was suggest 16 days reach fourth stage of their home on Pleasant street, age 61.
EAST WALDOBORO
ed that several rubbers of pleasant existence with the loss of very few
The Registration Board found
Mrs. Maude Butler of Brookline,
bridge could be a relaxing nightcap of them in the process. During this
Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs
to a difficult and trying war accel time the tiny lobsters shed their 2178 voters in this city.
erated day—and that nine out of shells and grow new ones three
Virgil F. studley bought the Ethel Hanna.
ten persons played contract.
times. In the first year of their life Thomas cottage at Megunticook
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Nickerson,
Now' every cne of this 9J percent they shed 17 times and after that Lake.
Sr. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Nickerson,
knows all the words—but can he once yearly. Now in the fourth stage
John S. Ranlett, 2d sold his Ran JT. and Miss Lois Nickerson of Mass
carry the tune? He knows thet it they are put ln cans and plant
achusetts were recent guests of Mr.
takes two and one-half honor tricks ed in the sea where they sink im kin block establishment to John and Mrs. G. J. Mank. Mrs. Daniel
for an '‘original bid;” he talks of mediately with an excellent chance Linnell.
Jones daughters, Jennie and Cora,
“shut-out bids," of ‘‘secondary to survive.
• * • •
son, Robert and two grandchildren
bids,” “overcalls" ‘‘defensive bids,”
There is an enormous spread be
The following births were “re of Hampden Highlands have been
and even the well known “psychic ” tween what lcbster fishermen get
guests at the Mank home.
Let us take the original bid: We for their catches and what the pub corded:
arrange our hand, and find that it lic pays. Much of it is occasioned
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard York and
Thomaston, July 14, to Mr. and
contains two and one-half honor by the great loss that is incurred Mrs. Arthur B Roberts, a son—Ar son of Orff’s Corner visited Sunday
tricks—'but before blurting out a between producer and consumer
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
thur Neil.
,
bid we must consider many eventu because
Elwell.
the high death rate of
Camden. July 24, to Mr. and Mrs.
alities Have we a re-bid, in the lobsters of
Recent visitors at the C. C.
in
captivity
and
in
ship

event of our partner keeping the ment. Research should be able to Lewis W. McCartney, a son—-May Bowers' home were Mr. and Mrs.
bid open with the bid of another
Odbury Coffin, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
the way to new methods of nard C.
suit, or with a “courtesy" no trump? point
Coffin and three daughters of Aina,
handling
and
thus
bring
greater
re

Lincolnville,
July
28,
to
Mr.
and
Can we promise to take at least two
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Barnard and
Mrs. Lloyd Thomas, a daughter.
tricks in the event of our opponent turns to lebster fishermen.
daughter, Virginia of Rockland,
buying the bid at his suit.
Friendship, Aug. 1, to Mr. and Miss Ellen McAleer of Arlington,
Did you ever make an original
WEST WASHINGTON
Mrs. Robert Lash, a son—Robert Va., Miss Julia Twenstrup and Mrs.
bid of ‘‘one club” and have your
Mrs.
Lind Bartlett returned home Somers.
C. L. Bowers of South Waldoboro,
partner eventually double a four Wednesday
where she visited with
Mrs. George Greenlaw and Miss
spade bid—being sure of taking two
Jwnaica
Plain,
Mass.,
Aug.
7,
to
in Providence, R. I.
Charlotte Lermond of Winslows
tricks in his own hand? You friends
Esten Chadwick returned to his Mr. and) Mrs. Alonzo M Newbert, Mills.
sheepishly lay down the king of
home
in Lowell, Mass, after passing a daughter.
clubs which is promptly trumped
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Taylor, sons
his
vacation
with Mr and Mrs.
Rockland. July 26. to Mr. and Warren. Elmer and Miss Virginia
by your gloating opponent. He
makes game doubled, a bonus, and Archie Hibbert.
Mrs. Hosea W. Barbour, a daugh Leonard of Quincy, Mass are guests
Mrs. Merner Boynton and son,
perhaps on over trick. Just a
at A. J. Wiley's.
Rodney visited in the village the ter—EcHth Letitia.
nice little birthday gift.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Miller and
Washington. Aug. —, to Mr. and
You have bid one club on seven past week.
Miss Floris were callers Sunday at
Mrs.
Fannie
Northey
of
Chelsea
Mrs.
Jesse
(Emerson,
twin
daughto the Ace, King, Queen. Jack. Very
Franklin Beane’s, South ‘Warren.
pretty, and a rebidable suit too—but who has been visiting with her ters.
Misses Beatrice Elwell and Nancy
daughter.
Mrs
Cleo
Bartlett
return

you promised two and one-half
Rockland, Aug. 2, to Mr and Mrs. Aho were recent guests of Mrs.
quick tricks—and your partner ed home.
Prayer meeting was held at the Clif.ord Sistare, a daughter—Gert Bernard York, Orff’s Corner.
trusted you—that time.
This handsome club suit could home of Mrs. Mae Hibbert Tuesday rude Frances.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Tibbetts, Sr
have been bid the second umre evening. Next meeting will be held
Boston. Aug. ilO, to Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Tibbetts, Jr., of
around—or not at all. Better to Aug. 29 at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Howard O Philbrook KEliaabeth Stoneham, Mass., and Port Clyde
have been born and blushed unseen Merle Rcbbins.
were guests Saturday of Irving
Mrs L-olaa Huffey and two chil Fuller) a son—Howard G.
than to have led your partner- into
Sawyer at Aunt Lydia’s Tavern.
Bloomfield, N. J. Aug. 5, to Mr.
dren from New York are visiting at
such a disastrous double
Michael Hyland and family of
Many hands contain three to the home of her parer-ts, Mr. and and Mrs. Herbert A. Emmons (both
Whitinsville,
Mass., are visiting Mrs.
three and one-half honor tricks— Mrs. Irving Powell.
formerly of this city) a daughter__ Fred Munroe.
Mr. Munroe is at
yet are not worthy of an original
Ml's. Vivian Hill and daughter Helen Elizabeth.
Bath
hospital.
bid. So please, Mr. and Mrs. 90 per from Union are visiting her parents
Rockland, Aug. 13, to Judge and
John Standish of Winthrop, Mass.,
cent, look well before you leap into Mr and Mrs. Merle Robbins.
Mrs Bessie Monahan of Scarsdale,
an opening bid.
Mr. and) Mrs. John Kelley of Au Mrs. E. W. Pike, a daughter.
N. Y., Miss Myrtie Reevir of New
A Student
gusta called with Miss Katie Ken
Rockland. Aug. 8. to Mr. and Mrs
ton Center, Mass. Miss Una Clark
nedy recently.
Albert Danielo, a son—Victor Pas- of Augusta and Mrs. Nellie Reever
NORTH WARREN ■
quale.
of the village were recent callers at
Pfc. Carl B. Erickson is home en son are spending their vacation
• • • •
L L. Mank's and C. C. Bowers.
joying his first furlough since enter with Joe 'Robbins and his mother.
The marriages for this period
Raymond Simmons visited last
ing the army, he is stationed in
The blueberry crop was very short were;
Friday with his brother, Leon at
Texas.
Spruce Head.
in this section so it was a short
Mr and Mrs. Lyle Miller and job.
Joseph Glande and family wegp
ANSWEB TO
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
CBOS8WOBD PUZZLK
Harold Black at Tenant’s Harbor.
Miss Elizabeth Creamer visited
IH nc Pk Mrs. Edna Orff in Warren recently.
L3D

NOTICE
What have you that you want to sell
quickly?

ELMER C. DAVIS, Realtor
375 MAIM STREET.

ROCKLAND. ME.

Mrs. Orace Freeman of the vil
lage was guest Thursday of Mrs.

[•3HC3H
HCT Q

I have a waiting list of prospects for all kinds of

property.

Tuesday-Fridayi
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Harry McIntire.

Mrs. Perley Winchenbaugh. Mrs.

Sidney Simmons and son, Wayne of
South Waldoboro were callers Sun- i
day at L. I. Mank's.
Mr. and Mrs. Burdeen Simmons
of Warren were recent visitors at
J. L. Flanders.
Onni Pietila is having a vacation
from Bath Iron Works. Joseph
Glande returned to work Mondav
after a weeks vacation.

North Haven Sorrows With
All Other Friends Over
Death Of Sgt. Saltonstall
Marine Sergeant Peter B Salton
stall. son of Gov Leverett Salton
stall. has been killed in action in
the Pacific.
There was no indication in the
notification of the circumstances
under which Sgt. Saltonstall met
death. Neither the date nor place
was disclosed.
Sgt. Peter Saltondtall was the sec
ond of three of the Governor’s five
children to enter the service. He
left his studies at Harvard on Peb|
16, 1942, to enlist in the Marines, a
year before he would have grad
uated.
A sister. Emily, an officer in the
Massachusetts Women’s
Defense
Corps at the time, is in the WAVES,
stationed in Washington, D C. His
elder brother, Leverett. Jr., s a first
lieutenant in the Army.
Always unassuming and modest,
Peter chose to preserve his ancr.lmIty through his recruit training at

DUTCH NECK

APPLETON RIDGE

SOUTH WARREN

Roland Edgecomb and Elmer
Mrs. Nettie Taylor. Mrs. Gertrude
Elizabeth Kenniston of Rockland
Crossman and daughter, Barbara of was a week-end guest of Mrs. Dons Sprague were recent visitors W
Vinalhaven.
|
Allston, Mass , are guests at the Maxey.
home of Mr. and Mrs. William
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gushee and
Callers at L. R. Bucklin’s on Sun
Chase.
day were Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Taylor of
Corporal Charles Miller returned Benner of Waldoboro, Mr. and Winthrop, Mass., were dinner guests
to Fort Devens Sunday night after Mrs. James Packard of Camden. Wednesday of Mrs. Elizabeth New
a three days’ leave passed with his Francis Greely of Bangor, Mrs. bert.
parents Mr. and Mrs Claude Miller. Josie Hyler of Owl’s Head and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Sprague of
and
Mrs.
J.
W.
Linekin
and
daugh

West Roxbury, Mass., have been
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rodzen and
visiting at the home of their aunt ;
sons Gilbert and Hillman of Greene ter, Inez of Thomaston.
and
uncle, Elmer and Azuba
News
has
been
received
of
the
spent the past week-end with Mr.
Sprague.
deatji
in
Virginia?
of
Anna
(John

and Mrs. Myron Chase.
son) widow of Everett A. Colson,
Alwood Mitchell and family of
Mr. and Mrs Walter Richardson
after an illness of several months. Burkettville have been spending a
of Portland are passing their vaca
The body was taken to her former few days with Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
tion with Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
home in Ironton, Ohio, for burial Williams.
,
Stahl.
-------------V
beside her husband. She is sur
Claude Miller and Wilmot Davis vived by one son, Edward A. Colson
Buy War Bonds and Stomp*
of Waldoboro are doing carpenter who is engaged in government re
work for James Vanderpool.
search werk in Baltimore. Maryland.
Miss Annie Eagan and lady friend
Mrs Olive Fales was chaffeur of
of Philadelphia, Pa., are visiting one of the convoy of thirteen cars
Miss Eagan’s sister, Mrs. Edward taking blood donors to Portland on
Do You Hate HGT FLASHES?
Gross.
«
If
you suffer from bot flashes, feel
Tuesday. Mrs. Kathryn Draper and
weak, nervous, a bit blue at times
Dr. and Mrs. C W McClure and Mrs. Marion Grover were among the
—all due to the functional “middleage” period peculiar to women—try
family were Rockland visitors donors.
Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable Com
Saturday.
pound to relieve euch symptoms
Made especially for women—it helpi
The Philippine Islands have been
naturtl Follow label directions.
Parris Island, S. C., and later when promised independence as soon as
LYDIA L PINKHAM’S COMPOUND
he was sent into the South Pacific. I the war is won.

rWOMEHriHO.

U

Now Ready!
MAGNIFICENT 1945
FUR

FASHIONS

IN

SCOn SUPER-BILT
(registered)

T

SABLE OR MINK BLEND
NORTHERN MUSKRATS
All furs
are 20 %
tax included

i

CUTLER’S

369 MAIN STREET

Wednesday and Thursday
August 23 and 2
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

YES ... an outstanding 1945 Scott Achievement!
YES... a real investment opportunity for only $249!
YES... excellent choice of several beautiful blends!
YES ... soft, supple and beautifully matched skins!
YES ... richly blended to look like mink or sable!
YES... full luxurious backs, wide sleeves and tuxedos!
YES ... short or long lengths, smart turnback cuffs!
YES .... dependable quality, long-wearing MUSKRATS!

f
■K

you can enjoy the famous
Scott Unique Payment Plan.

TRADE IN YOUR OLD FUR
COAT AND WE WILL GIVE
YOU A LIBERAL ALLOW
ANCE.

OTHER FAMOUS SCOTT FURS
* BLACK DYED KIDSKIN COATS
* BEAVER OR SEAL-DYED CONEYS
♦ DYED CARACUL LAMB COATS
* SKUNK-DYED AMER. OPOSSUM ENSEM.
* SHEARED BEAVER DYED MOUTONS

* RACCOON DYED AMER. OPOSSUMS
* SILVER DYED FOX GREATCOATS
* CAT LYNX GREATCOATS

Scott Super-Bilt furs priced from $99 to $799

MORE WOMEN BUY SCOTT FURS THAN ANY OTHERS ... THERE MUST BE A REASON WHY

